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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Alanna Clohesy) took the chair at 10.00 am, read prayers and acknowledged country.
ROBINSON ROAD, BELLEVUE
Petition
HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan) [10.04 am]: I stand to present a petition on behalf of Hon Donna
Faragher, who would dearly like to be here today, but, unfortunately, she is on urgent parliamentary business.
I present a petition containing 4 642 signatures couched in the following terms —
PETITION IN RELATION TO KEEPING ROBINSON ROAD, BELLEVUE OPEN TO
THROUGH TRAFFIC
To the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western Australia in
Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned are opposed to the denial of access to through traffic being caused by the closure of the
level rail crossing on Robinson Road, Bellevue. We welcome the development of the new Bellevue Railcar
Assembly and Maintenance Facility but we do not accept being disadvantaged in the following ways
(including but not limited to) — adversely affecting local businesses and costing jobs, increasing the risk for
local residents by forcing traffic through residential streets that are not equipped to cope with the increased
load, removing access to the Roe Highway north of the Great Eastern Highway from Clayton Street, the
resultant traffic congestion, intensified risk and exacerbated commute times for the regions motorists.
We therefore ask the Legislative Council to recommend that the Government ensures that Robinson Road,
Bellevue remains open to through traffic and an Integrated Transport Plan be prepared that involves an
overarching review of the whole area and input provided from all stakeholders being relevant state government
authorities (Planning, Transport, Metronet, MRWA), local governments (Swan, Mundaring, Kalamunda,
EMRC) and local ratepayer and business groups.
And your petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[See paper 952.]
ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE BILL 2021
Petition
HON SOPHIA MOERMOND (South West) [10.06 am]: I present a petition containing 72 signatures couched
in the following terms —
To the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western Australia in
Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned residents of Western Australia respectfully oppose the introduction of the
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill, 2021 (the Bill) in its current form. The Bill does not meet its objectives
in the provision of protection for Indigenous cultural heritage. Under the Bill, the Indigenous holders of
cultural heritage (‘cultural knowledge holders’ in the Bill) are unable to secure protection for their cultural
heritage without the on-going agreement of the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Under the Bill the Minister
may, and, we believe, will, refuse or withdraw any protected status for cultural heritage in favour of
approving proponent applications to harm cultural heritage. This belief has merit based on the history of the
Ministerial approvals regime under the Aboriginal Heritage Act (WA), 1972, which the Bill will replace.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Legislative Council will delay introduction or passage of
the Bill until such time as it protects the right of cultural heritage holders to protect areas of cultural heritage
from interference, damage, desecration or destruction unless they have given their current, free, prior and
informed consent for such interference, damage, desecration or destruction to occur.
And your petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[See paper 953.]
MIRA MAR LANDSLIDE — GEOTECHNICAL REPORT
Statement by Minister for Regional Development
HON ALANNAH MacTIERNAN (South West — Minister for Regional Development) [10.07 am]: Today the
state government will provide a copy of the independent geotechnical report into the Albany Mira Mar landslide
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to affected residents, the City of Albany and relevant stakeholders. The report was commissioned by the state
government following severe land movements at Sleeman Avenue from July to October 2021, resulting in damage
to three properties and an ongoing threat to homes on Anzac Road.
The report, conducted by CMW Geosciences, notes that land movements have been observed at the site since at
least 2013, and that the recent escalation coincided with high rainfall during the 2021 winter months. The key
conclusion of the report is that the landslide is extremely complex and that further detailed geotechnical works will
be required before a long-term whole-of-landslide remediation solution can be determined. A key recommendation
in the report is the demolition of properties at 10 and 12 Sleeman Avenue, both of which have already been declared
uninhabitable. The report has found that without demolition of those properties, it is not possible to safely carry
out further remediation works on the site.
I have discussed with the City of Albany the need to exercise its power to order the demolition of the two properties
expeditiously in the interest of public safety and so we can move towards a resolution on this matter. The report
reconfirms that the properties at 7A, B and C Anzac Road are assessed as being at very high risk of damage and
that the residents should vacate immediately. CMW has made a number of recommendations for works required
as a precursor to deciding on the best way to remediate the landslide and to mitigate the extent of further damage.
In line with those recommendations, the state government has committed up to $150 000 to carry out detailed
geotechnical investigations and aerial site surveys. The state will also continue to provide funding support for
further dewatering activities at the site, as recommended in the report.
This is a difficult issue for residents, and this report has made it clear that there is no easy fix. Even if a remediation
solution can be found, it is possible that the situation will get worse before an improvement is realised. The state
government is committed to continuing to work with the residents and the City of Albany towards a long-term
solution that puts the safety of residents first.
PAPER TABLED
A paper was tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house.
DISALLOWANCE MOTIONS
Notice of Motion
1.

Shire of Waroona Health Local Law 2021.

2.

City of Canning Local Government Property and Public Places Local Law 2021.

Notices of motion given by Hon Lorna Harper.
GRAIN CROP — LABOUR SHORTAGES
Motion
HON DR STEVE THOMAS (South West — Leader of the Opposition) [10.12 am] — without notice: I move —
That this house —
(a)

notes the prospective record grain crop in Western Australia this season, despite the Minister for
Agriculture and Food’s suggestion that yield should be sacrificed for tree planting;

Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: The minister will enjoy this. I continue —
(b)

notes how hard our farmers are working to bring in this crop, despite the government’s failure
to reach agreement —

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Continue to introduce your motion without reference to or encouraging interjections.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Apologies, President. I will start paragraph (b) again —
(b)

notes how hard our farmers are working to bring in this crop, despite the government’s failure
to reach agreement on quarantine facilities at Bladin Village in the Northern Territory;

(c)

notes that the Minister for Agriculture and Food has again proposed her solution to labour shortages
that farmers simply pay staff more; and

(d)

notes the shortfall in regional investment and support hindering the agricultural, forestry and
regional development sectors, partly due to the substitution of the royalties for regions fund back
into the consolidated account.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Excuse me. When the President calls order, I do expect that order will be maintained,
which includes no further cross-chamber chatter. That will extend for at least the next hour, in particular. The
Leader of the Opposition has moved that motion and the question is that the motion be agreed to.
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Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: It is good to see some enthusiasm on a Thursday. Thursday is the day to unleash
ourselves and it is good to see that everybody is enthusiastic about debating things that are happening in regional
Western Australia. I think it is good. We need to do this, particularly until the government’s agenda to strip the
representation out of regional Western Australia comes into effect. We might as well try to get these debates in.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The honourable Leader of the Opposition.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President.
It is obviously a sore point for members of the government. They do not want to hear the simple truths as they
come out. It has always been a problem with this government. We struggle to get answers out of it; it keeps things
hidden. It does not like to hear the simple truth that Western Australia’s regional communities have been absolutely
dudded by the McGowan Labor government. We have not even got into the motion yet and we have already
stimulated some passionate debate. I always like to see that on a Thursday; that is very good.
In the very limited time we have to debate this motion, I will go through a little of each paragraph and concentrate
on the key issues. Paragraph (a) states —
notes the prospective record grain crop in Western Australia this season, despite the Minister for Agriculture
and Food’s suggestion that yield should be sacrificed for tree planting;
As the minister has said, we are all in agreement that strategic tree planting is a useful tool for farming enterprises.
It might come as a complete shock to the Minister for Agriculture and Food that farmers, particularly wheatbelt
farmers, but also farmers in the south west and up north, have actually been doing this for generations—not years,
not decades, but generations. They strategically put it in place. The best thing is that when they do this, they do it and
still manage to crop. They do not sacrifice their crop as part of the process; it is strategic. They put in tree belts, in
particular, and they provide shelter for stock and windbreaks against dust. It is a very useful tool.
Hon Darren West: Ever heard of a blue gum?
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I have heard of blue gums. That is a whole other argument. One can have too many
of those. I consider them a weed species. They probably should be a declared pest, but that is a whole other debate
that we do not have time for today.
Hon Darren West: What about sandalwood?
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I do not have time for that today. It is absolutely the case that farmers have been
doing this —
The PRESIDENT: Order! Chatter among individual members can happen outside the chamber. The honourable
Leader of the Opposition.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President.
This has been strategically happening for a long period. Do members know what happens? The opposition, and at
times when it has been in government, both the Liberal Party and the Nationals WA, has supported that process. What
we have not done is walk out there and tell farmers how to do their job and rewrite the structure of agriculture in
Western Australia. For a minister for agriculture to come in decades too late—probably a generation or two too late—
and lecture the farming community on the minister’s version of what agriculture should look like demonstrates the
things I said as shadow agriculture minister in the lead-up to the last election; that is, this is the most anti-agriculture
minister the Parliament of Western Australia has seen. This minister is trying to convince agriculture that agriculture
should be done her way.
If people want to farm biodynamic quinoa, this is the government for them, because it wants all the alternatives.
The lack of support for traditional agriculture is palpable. It is palpable not just here in the Parliament, but out there
in the community. Agricultural producers, farmers across Western Australia, understand that this government is not
really their friend. It is trying to rewrite how agriculture is done to suit left-wing ideology.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Hansard is unable to capture continuous interjection; therefore, I suggest your interjections
be more strategic. The honourable Leader of the Opposition.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Strategy would indicate a purpose, President. We will have to work on that one a little
bit, I suspect!
We have a Minister for Agriculture and Food who is, perhaps, maybe a little unkindly, coming towards the end of
a long parliamentary career. We all pay her credit for the work she has done. She is and has been a formidable
opponent. Perhaps because she is towards the end of her career, this is a legacy issue for the minister. Not content
to support agriculture, the minister is dedicating herself —
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Point of Order

Hon PIERRE YANG: I have been listening to the Leader of the Opposition’s words intently. I draw the house’s
attention to standing order 45, which is about imputation and personal reflections. The honourable member opposite
is suggesting that in having an interest in her legacy, the minister is taking some kind of stance against the agriculture
sector. That is highly unparliamentary.
The PRESIDENT: Thank you for your point of order, Hon Pierre Yang. However, I suggest that you may be
drawing an inference from a statement by the honourable member rather than a direct statement by the honourable
member. Having said that, I encourage an orderly debate with fewer reflections on the broader part of the portfolio.
Therefore, there is no point of order. The Leader of the Opposition.
Debate Resumed
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President. I would have been happy to withdraw the nice comments I made
about the performance of the minister; I would have been happy to withdraw those bits as well. I am glad that the
ruling is that we do not need to withdraw either side of that argument.
What we are getting to is a legacy to redirect agriculture in a new direction. This is about stamping an imprimatur
into the future. The problem is that the government and the minister are not listening to the people who have provided
the great majority of agricultural input and production over a long period. As governments on the left-hand side of
politics tend to do, this government is picking winners and losers. It likes biodynamic quinoa, but it does not like
broadacre wheat cropping—winners and losers—and often it does not get it right. There is a longstanding history
of farmers doing reasonably well, particularly in the broadacre sector. The minister dismisses them at her peril. It was
interesting to hear “troglodyte” being used a couple of weeks ago. The minister was happy to call the CEO of the
Western Australian Farmers Federation a troglodyte for daring to disagree that perhaps 20 per cent of tree planting
was not the ideal outcome, but she passionately defended the CEO of the Western Australian Farmers Federation
when he was in favour of the extension of the Agricultural Produce Commission rules into the wheatbelt. The
minister is happy to pick and choose: “When you agree with me, you’re a good person. When you disagree, you’re
a troglodyte.” That was absolutely astounding and, again, it reflects the arrogance of the government, which says,
“We have it all our own way; we are always right. We don’t need to debate this. If you disagree with us, there’s
something wrong with you.” The definition of a “troglodyte” is a cave-dweller. I can think of a few other definitions.
We will see how we go. Perhaps it means those who are not open to how the world works. Members of the government
should look cautiously in the mirror before they start throwing the word “troglodyte” around. I will have to look
at it sometime. Perhaps it is part of the wording of a union membership in certain circumstances! It is amusing that
the minister returns to personal insults when someone disagrees with her. That is the behaviour of a government
that has lost touch with the people whom it is supposed to be supporting. I thought that was a very interesting and
highly arrogant proposal.
We are nearly halfway through and I have managed to address only paragraph (a) of a four-part motion. I suspect
that it might be a difficult process to seek an extension, so we had better progress.
The PRESIDENT: Indeed, honourable member.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Paragraph (b) notes how hard our farmers are working to bring in the crop—this
very large crop—at a time when the prices are reasonably good. I think that is pretty much across the board. I noted
this week that the normal poor cousin of agriculture, the dairy industry, received a price rise for one of its processes
as well. Therefore, the economic return for all this hard work should see agriculture do reasonably well this year.
I know that as a state our economic development is, effectively, run by the mining sector. That is the elephant in the
room—the 400-pound gorilla!—but agriculture continues to make a significant contribution to the economy of
Western Australia.
I do not think the government’s failure to reach a proper agreement on Bladin Village reflects poorly on the Minister
for Agriculture and Food. I think this minister was prepared to go into negotiations with an open mind but was
stomped on by the Premier of the state and his philosophies around how borders will be managed. As a result of that,
any good intent of the Minister for Agriculture and Food—we asked questions about this on numerous occasions—
to engage with both the commonwealth and the Northern Territory to see what might be deliverable was crushed
by the Premier’s agenda, as he wants to sell to the community of Western Australia that he is the great saviour of
the state and will keep everybody out.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: Can we get a copy of the Constitution?
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I think the minister was trying to do the right thing. She was hung up by the powerbrokers
in the Labor Party.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
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Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President. The powerbrokers of the Labor Party will not let that happen.
As the Minister for Regional Development, she should be on the Expenditure Review Committee because the
government is looking at a budget of over a billion dollars. She was pushed out to the side; she cannot get past the
likes of the Hon Rita Saffiotis of the world, and I think that is a real shame.
The minister did a bit of work in that I know she focused on Timor–Leste and was kind of dragged kicking and
screaming to the Pacific Island solution, which she resisted for months.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I remember the press releases of this time last year when the Premier —
The PRESIDENT: Order! “Order!” includes everyone.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President. I remember this time last year the media statements from the
Premier and the Minister for Agriculture and Food saying, “We will not facilitate the import of labour to assist;
they will have to find their labourers internally.”
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: What did they say? They said it on numerous occasions. It was suddenly pointed out
to them that it did not work. There were not thousands of people seeking to Wander Out Yonder and skip down the
cherry orchards. It did not function. I guess the minister probably finally managed to shift the Premier a little and
there actually was a bit of a Pacific Island solution in place perhaps over the strained bodies and resistance of the
government. They had to give some ground.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: Pixie land!
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: It is the case that, for the most part, agriculture managed to get through that process;
it managed to get most of its crop in. We have to note —
Hon Alannah MacTiernan interjected.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: The minister’s first plan was to say, “When you’ve finished in the Northern Territory,
we’ll have them.” The first plan was to poach the Northern Territory people.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Thank you, President. I hope my voice lasts for another seven minutes.
The first plan was to poach people from the Northern Territory and then they absolutely had to come kicking and
screaming to some arrangement around the labour issue. It needs to be noted that, for the most part, various crops,
whether they were small crops, large crops or cereal crops, were taken in. We also have to note the number of crops
that were not planted because the labour force could not be guaranteed. That absolutely occurred. Some crops and
vegetables were ploughed back in because the farmers could not get labour.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: No, they could not get a market because there was a lack of flights because there was
a pandemic. The flights that they used to transport produce in the belly of passenger aircraft were not there.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: That was part of it, but that is not an excuse the government can rely on for its lack
of performance. That is one part of the conversation. For the most part, everybody managed to get their crops in,
particularly out in the wheatbelt. We are facing a second season with a shortage of workers, not just in the agricultural
sector. Everyone recognises there is a shortage of workers. Employers cannot get people to brew coffees and deliver
them. This issue is facing not only the country regions, but also the metropolitan area. That is all true. The farming
sector is pretty exhausted at this point and is going through the second harvest in a row understaffed. We have
to try to make sure that there is an adequate supply of workers for the third harvest. I am nervous about the state
government’s performance of supplying the workforce that will be required in the future, given the standard of its
performance over the last 18 months.
Hon Kyle McGinn: You have not even mentioned the issues we have had to face.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: We know that the border is closed because of the pandemic. That is not an excuse
for a second-rate performance.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: As happened a year ago, the solution that the minister came up with, which she repeated
last week, is that farmers simply need to pay their staff more. I thought that was a fairly foolish comment a year ago
with the prices as they were during a normal cropping season. The farmers might get away with it this year while the
prices are up. The problem is that if farmers set that precedent, what will they do next year? People complain about
the wages in the farming sector, but a lot of the orchardists I have spoken to are paying $35 an hour for people to pick
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fruit. That is not an insignificant amount. I do not know what people in the wheatbelt are paying tractor drivers, but
I do not imagine it is much less than that, and I suspect that it is more in some cases, particularly if they are working
on a header. They will not get a skilled graduate on a $1 million harvester.
Hon Kyle McGinn interjected.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: There are not many of those floating around in the areas that I work. I think that is
a dismissive and arrogant position to take.
Unfortunately, although paragraph (d) of the motion has the most substance to it, I have only three and a half minutes
to get through it. Paragraph (d) notes —
the shortfall in regional investment and support hindering the agricultural, forestry and regional development
sectors, partly due to the substitution …
The substitution is a racket. This is a substitution racket. It is taking money out of regional development and
substituting it into the consolidated fund for the payment of normal government activity. This government has
made a habit of that. That is what it does. This is a substitution racket.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: I understand that the Premier has banned the word “substitution” in discussions in his
office. Everyone talks about the substitution. Everyone knows. It is the greatest secret that everyone is talking about.
Substitution is an active plan of this government, and we are well aware of it. The government is putting expenditure
back into the consolidated fund. Effectively, the Minister for Regional Development under the McGowan government
is the minister for substitution and election commitments. The minister wants to leave a legacy and shift agriculture
in a certain direction. I will give the minister her due. She certainly is not shy or reticent about telling everybody what
that is, which is fine. I enjoy a robust debate. It might come as a surprise to members to know that I am perfectly happy
having a somewhat robust debate. I think that it is a good thing. But it must be incredibly galling for the minister to
know that the finances available to her to support agriculture in whatever direction she thinks it should go are being
harvested in a substitution racket by her cabinet colleagues to underpin expenditure in other areas. That must be
incredibly galling. If the minister were on the Expenditure Review Committee, she would probably spend all her time
in arguments. That may be why the minister was shuffled out to the side. Cabinet does not necessarily want to let the
minister know exactly how much the portfolio and the minister are being shafted in the process. I have enormous
sympathy for the minister, because operating under those circumstances must be incredibly galling. The minister
wants to redesign agriculture in her own image, but she is being starved of the funds to do it by her cabinet colleagues,
who want to subsidise that money back into Perth. I do understand the frustration that would happen with that.
Minister, let me say this—President; sorry. I do not know whether that is a promotion or demotion!
An opposition member: A demotion.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: Yes, a demotion. You do a very good job where you are, President. You do not need
to join the hoi polloi.
President, let me say this about forestry. The compensation package announced by the government, and I think being
managed by the Minister for Regional Development, is wholly and utterly inadequate. The $350 million put aside
for the pine plantation project is fine. But that is pine planation. That is not the hardwood industry that we in the
south west know and love. Sure, they need to plant pines; that is absolutely fine. That should happen. The government
is going to have an issue finding all the locations, but it will get there eventually and in 30 years it will be harvesting
pine. However, the $50 million for the entire hardwood industry is a joke. That industry will be dead in two years.
In Collie, the government has $100 million out there, and coal will last for another 12 to 15 years. The timber industry
does not have that long.
HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [10.36 am]: I have been a member of this
Council for a few years now. Today, I really cannot figure out—like the vast majority of Western Australian voters—
what the Liberal–National coalition is all about. I really cannot figure out what is going on with this motion today.
It is totally nonsensical. It really is difficult to fathom.
Hon Kyle McGinn: The National–Liberals.
Hon DARREN WEST: The National–Liberals. I am sorry.
I have clearly missed something. I do not understand why the opposition would bring a motion like this before the
house today—I really cannot fathom that—but we will deal with it, as we do with some of the other motions that
are put forward by the opposition, nonsensical as they may be.
We know that we have a prospective record grain crop in Western Australia this season. That is a matter of fact.
It has been a tremendous season right across the grain-growing areas of regional Western Australia, including
where I live. It is the best ever season we have had in my area of the wheatbelt and through most of the wheatbelt.
If not for a frost, I think we would be looking at a grain receival this year of 25 million tonnes–plus. I think we
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will still fall between 20 million tonnes and 25 million tonnes, which is well above the record. We have never seen
20 million tonnes of grain before. It is an amazing effort by our farmers. There are many reasons for this record
grain crop. Obviously, it has been a fantastic season. It opened early, with good rains right the way through, and with
a nice soft finish across the state that has meant that all our crops have finished particularly well and our yields
have been much higher than we could have even dreamed of when we were budgeting at the start of the year.
That has led to some challenges. It is very difficult to get parts for harvesters at the moment with the worldwide
shipping delays. The cost of fuel has increased. The cost of fertiliser has gone through the roof. There are a lot of
challenges before us as a consequence of this good season, generally around supply and demand. The Leader of
the Opposition is right. Labour has been a challenge for the last two years. I think why that might be is obvious to
everyone, except the National–Liberal opposition. I am sure the Leader of the Opposition, as a Liberal member,
would understand the basic economics of supply and demand. There is a shortage of workers. We will need to pay
our staff more to secure them, because, if we do not, the mining industry will. That one is fairly easy to work out, and
I think most farmers understand that. Bladin Village certainly was not the answer. We are not sitting around waiting
for the federal government to help us out. We are certainly getting on with the job and getting on with the harvest.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: They announced that in August and they still have not even started negotiations with
the countries.
Hon DARREN WEST: Indeed. Many challenges are facing the industry. The comment to which I really take
some exception is in paragraph (a) of the motion —
… the Minister for Agriculture and Food’s suggestion that yield should be sacrificed for tree planting;
The opposition is spinning a couple of comments a mile. Nobody genuinely believes that that is the minister’s sole
view. Of course, I am one of those farmers who looks at gross margin as the number one driver in my business.
Sometimes, that is not always the highest yield. Yield is a great influence on gross margin, but we are in business not
to grow as much grain or produce as we can; we are in business to make money. The way to make money is to
maximise gross margin, and gross margin is not always about the highest yield. Farmers can reach a tipping point
where they have to spend more than they earn to gain that higher yield.
As the member pointed out—this is what is nonsensical about this motion—tree planting has been going on for a very
long time. In fact, tree crops have been established. Some have tried and failed, many of them through the 1980s and
1990s, but pine and sandalwood trees will continue to be planted. All kinds of tree crops will be grown, from the
Ord River right down to the south west corner. That will continue. I just do not understand why that link was made.
There are a few other challenges for the sector, and I have outlined most of those. However, what has happened
for 150 years in Western Australia is that the agriculture sector has looked those challenges in the eye, stared them
down and met them, whether through the invention of stump-jump ploughs to handle our soil types, moving to
different tillage arrangements that suit us better in Western Australia, the discovery that there is a shortage of trace
elements in our south coast sand plain soils, the advent of chemicals and, now, the advent of new crops that are
resistant to different chemicals. They are all challenges that we have stared down, faced and met. I remind the
Leader of the Opposition that despite the industry facing some sort of doom and gloom last year, we received
a daily record receival tonnage. That occurred without the traditional backpacker labour or traditional workforce
being available. We found a way. This year, many receival sites have received daily record tonnages. We continue
to find a way.
I get a bit tired when this group of wannabe, part-time and failed farmers tells us that the industry is going backwards.
That is not the lived case. The lived case is that our industry is succeeding and there has never been a better time to
be involved in agriculture. I think the opposition would be well served to talk up our industry and get around the
people who are involved in it and work in it. It should talk to Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd, which is doing an
amazing job. It has a record amount of grain coming its way, despite the labour shortages, and it is finding a way
to store and handle it. The opposition should talk to our marketers, who are having to fill every shipping slot to get
as much grain out of the state as they can early in the selling season to maximise the high prices. It should talk to
the growers and farm workers, transport operators and train drivers. All those people are doing their level best to deal
with this once-in-a-generation opportunity that this season has given us in the broadacre grain-growing space. We
will meet it. This harvest will set up many of us for the next few seasons. We know the climate is changing. We
know there are tough years ahead of us. We know it is not always going to be like this, but we will stare down and
face those challenges as they come.
I do not have to defend the Minister for Agriculture and Food; the minister is more than capable of defending
herself. Her record and legacy will be greater than it will be for probably anyone else in this chamber. Labor has
a history of having outstanding agriculture ministers, whether it is this agriculture minister, the late Hon Kim Chance
or the late Hon Ernie Bridge; all have made outstanding contributions. It seems to be that the Labor side of politics
comes up with these fine agriculture ministers who have some continuity in the role. If we look back at the previous
government, we see there were four of them, and I do not think many people could name them. They were all very
junior ministers who made very little contribution, except to cut the agriculture department, talk down our industry
and do nothing about the challenges that face us. I want to make that very important distinction between our side
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of politics, which is interested in the industry and wants to see it thrive, and especially wants more people to work
in that sector, and those opposite who talk the talk but cannot walk the walk in government. This is the best agriculture
minister we have had for a very long time. She looks at things that are not. It is easy to look at traditional farming,
in the Leader of the Opposition’s words. Is traditional farming horse and one-way ploughs or is traditional farming
Chamberlain tractors and 24-disc Connor Shea ploughs? What is traditional farming? Farming has evolved over
many generations to where it is today. Traditional farming is an English farming system. How far back are members
of the opposition?
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon DARREN WEST: I do not think members opposite have even made it to the 1960s yet, but we will wait to
hear more in the fullness of this debate.
The royalties for regions fund is alive and well and servicing what Western Australian regional people need,
not necessarily what they want, because we all want sports centres and fancy, quirky things, but we actually need
roads and water projects. We need all these things that this money is being invested into that is a direct contribution
from the mining industry. I take some exception. We have all read the Langoulant report. We have all seen what
can happen when there is no oversight and scrutiny and no action through processes like those of Treasury and the
Expenditure Review Committee. We have all seen what can happen when public money is just thrown up against
the wall to gain votes, and that is what we saw under the Barnett government.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: I think the member said that himself.
Hon DARREN WEST: He did say that himself. The Leader of the Opposition has been quite a strident opponent
of the royalties for regions program and the Liberal Party itself had a policy that saw it scrapped. Again, I come back
to my initial point.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon DARREN WEST: I stand here, like the vast majority of voting Western Australians, going, “What is this
opposition on?” It is the worst opposition there has ever been and it has followed on from the worst government there
has ever been. I encourage it to keep going on the same trajectory, because it is a joke. I think it owes the people
of Western Australia better.
HON MARTIN ALDRIDGE (Agricultural) [10.46 am]: I rise to fully support this wonderful motion moved by
the honourable Leader of the Opposition. It is always great to do so after hearing from the only taxpayer-subsidised
farmer in Western Australia, Hon Darren West.
Hon Darren West: I think you’ll find that we all get some pretty good tax breaks, mate!
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Not as much as Hon Darren West; he gets a full-time salary to be a member of Parliament
but he is still farming. That is quite the subsidy.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I might have hit a nerve this morning. Government members are very upset with
this motion, and I think the reason for that is that it rings true.
The Leader of the Opposition has set out quite well some of the challenges that the agricultural sector faces. Any
regional members who have spent any amount of time—it does not need to be a significant amount of time—in the
last few months at field days and local shows in particular would have got feedback loud and clear, from not just
farmers, but also the broader agricultural sector, about the number of challenges that they face. Things may have
gone quiet in the last few weeks and the reason for that is that they are all working flat strap trying to get their crop
off and to market and dealing with some of the weather and transportation challenges. One of the things we have
not talked about today is one of the indirect impacts of the lack of train and truck drivers in Western Australia, as
well as the increasing freight costs that arise from that. Farmers are doing their best in the current conditions with
what they have got. The workforce issue will remain unaddressed for some time. We now have a transition plan
that when we hit a 90 per cent vaccination rate, something is going to happen, but we are still not quite sure what that
something is. Something is going to happen with our border and, hopefully, that will allow for a freer flow of workers
in particular. Western Australia is still significantly restricted from accessing workers not only from the two most
populous states, New South Wales and Victoria, but also internationally. As I have said in previous speeches, we
need only look at some of the Treasury data that was presented as part of the budget, and also in the budget briefing,
to see the effect on migration of the pandemic and the border arrangements for Australia.
I heard Hon Darren West trot out the line again that we just need to pay our workers more. I find this quite interesting.
The government accepts that we have a constrained workforce at the moment. How exactly will paying agricultural
workers more resolve that? In my mind, all that will do is push the problem somewhere else. I know when I have
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spoken to particularly big industry players in the mining resources sector over the last few months and asked them
how nervous they were about their workforce, they said, “No, we’ve got no concerns. We’ll just pay them more and
we’ll attract those workers”. Of course, those big resource companies can do that. The government’s response to the
agricultural sector’s need for more workers is that it should just pay them more. What is the next industry that is
going to be impacted? What will happen when we cannot get workers in supermarkets, service stations and other
parts of the economy? It is a constrained labour market at the moment. It is strange that the government keeps saying
that the solution or at least part of the solution is to just pay workers more. I am not sure we have all these people
sitting around at home waiting to be paid more so that they will go to work. I think that the concept is all wrong.
I want to talk about the last part of the motion, paragraph (d), which I think speakers so far have not had a chance to
focus on. Hon Darren West just talked about how proud he is of the government’s delivery of royalties for regions.
I am not quite sure there is much to be proud of. The government keeps talking, as it did today, about the Langoulant
report and the debt. The government has not done it for a little while, but for pretty much the last four years it has
said that we should blame the Liberals and Nationals, blame Colin Barnett or look at the Langoulant report. I think
it has finally started to take some responsibility for its own failings, although that might be a bit of a stretch. It is not
quite at that point yet, but at least it is not blaming somebody else at this time. Perhaps it is doing a bit of inward
reflection and getting to the point where it might admit some of its own failings.
Let us look at the royalties for regions program. Paragraph (d) of the motion refers to the missed opportunities in the
agricultural, forestry and regional development sectors due to the substitution of royalties for regions funds. I think
“substitution” is a very charitable word used by the Leader of the Opposition. I would probably refer to it more as
legal money laundering, and I will come to that shortly. If we look through the royalties for regions spend set out
in budget paper No 3, Hon Kyle McGinn will find it interesting.
Hon Darren West: It is a criminal offence—money laundering.
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I said that it was legal money laundering. Let us have a look at where some of this
money is going. Almost $320 million in this budget is going to the delivery of our own school buses. School buses
are not something new in Western Australia; in fact, we have a parliamentary inquiry looking at school bus services
at the moment. School bus services have existed for more than a century in Western Australia, but, all of a sudden,
it is now a requirement that royalties for regions funds our school buses under this Labor government when never
before have our school buses been funded this way. That is $319.7 million.
Let us have a look at the country water pricing subsidy. Over the forward estimates, $370.5 million is being used
to subsidise the Water Corporation. This is where —
Several members interjected.
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: President.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Cross-chamber conversation can happen outside.
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: This is where my laundering argument comes in. We have a situation whereby,
effectively, the Labor government is saying that it is a privilege, not a right, for people living outside the metropolitan
area to receive fresh water or to have their waste taken away; therefore, royalties for regions should fund $370.5 million
to subsidise that privilege. That is the view of this government. It is interesting, because this view is not even consistent.
This is why royalties for regions has been completely turned into a slush fund by this government. If we look, we
see that in 2020–21, the government spent $250 million from the fund, so one-quarter of royalties for regions funds
in that year, on the water subsidy. Looking across the forward estimates, in 2023–24 it reduces to $43.2 million, and
in 2024–25 it increases to $117.8 million, so the government is not even consistent. All the government is doing is
using royalties for regions as a slush fund to ebb and flow from the consolidated account to fulfill the Minister for
Regional Development’s desire to fund whatever projects she wants to on any given day. This is where laundering
comes in, because the government is effectively taking royalties for regions money from a special purpose account,
controlled by an act of Parliament, in a subsidy and giving it to the Water Corporation in the form of a subsidy,
which then provides a dividend to the government through the consolidated account. Effectively, the government
is cleaning royalties for regions money—some might say laundering it—through the Water Corporation. Big barrow
loads of cash are heading down the Terrace, led by the Minister for Regional Development and her parliamentary
secretary so that they can fund more kilometres of Metronet, car parks in Perth and other government priority projects.
I heard Hon Darren West say that we all need roads and water projects. How many more roads and water projects
could be delivered in regional Western Australia if the government was not spending $370 million of royalties for
regions funds on the Water Corporation over the next four years? Imagine what a difference that would make to
our road and water infrastructure. I heard the Minister for Regional Development in a debate earlier this week talking
about the government needing to invest more in common-user infrastructure and to be more proactive in diversifying
the economy. Well, we could do a much better job, President, if we were not spending in the order of $1.6 billion
to $1.7 billion over the next four years on plain cost shifting from royalties for regions.
Hon Kyle McGinn interjected.
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The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Members of this government should hang their heads in shame.
HON ALANNAH MacTIERNAN (South West — Minister for Agriculture and Food) [10.56 am]: I really
welcome this motion. I was a bit sad when there was some suggestion that maybe we would not proceed with it
because I think this is a great opportunity to talk about some serious issues around farming. I am pretty amazed
that the Leader of the Opposition is so interested that it appears he is about to leave the chamber. I do not know
whether this motion was dragged up on the run, but, unfortunately, instead of focusing on some of the incredibly
important issues that we have to deal with in farming, it is another incoherent miscellany of claptrap! But I am grateful
that I have been given the opportunity to discuss some of these really critical issues.
Like Hon Darren West, I have to say that Labor governments are able to do a lot more in agriculture because we are
not locked into the blue-on-green wars—the bizarrely unproductive positioning that goes on as the opposition parties
fight and slug it out in the bush, particularly for upper house seats. The Labor Party does not have to do that. We
do not have to focus on trying to shore up our seats, so we can focus on delivering for people in the agricultural sector.
I want to talk a little bit about this outrage and the outrageous things that apparently I have been saying. The first
paragraph of the motion appears to be a reference to a presentation that I gave on carbon farming at the Australian
Association of Agricultural Consultants forum. The forum had spent a day focusing on the opportunities in carbon
farming for farmers in Western Australia. How outrageous of me to have actually spoken about those opportunities
and the advantages that come from strategic tree planting! I cannot grasp why that would be offensive! We were
talking about many benefits—not only the ability to accumulate carbon credits, but also the very significant advantages
that come from building biodiversity in the system, such as preventing soil erosion and providing places for pest
predators to harbour. I have tabled in this house a number of papers that deal with these matters. We were talking
about a whole series of things. We were talking about the capacity to provide a source for the development of a more
diverse soil biome and all the advantages that would come from that, which scientific papers are clearly showing.
A number of scientific papers are even suggesting that we might be able to restore some small water cycles, which
would be particularly important in the eastern wheatbelt. If we could actually reduce the sentient heat and bring
back more rainfall because of the scale of plantings, that would be a good thing. I was asked in the commentary,
“In order to achieve all those things, how much would you need to do?” I said, “Some are suggesting that it could be
as high as 20 per cent in some areas.” That does not mean that farmers will not be able to do anything with that land—
they could be gaining carbon credits and grazing animals on it.
There is a plethora of opportunities, but somehow or other we cannot even consider them! Even the president of
the Western Australian Farmers Federation is quoted in newspaper articles talking about the 600 hectares of strategic
tree planting that has been done. This is important stuff. Land regeneration and dealing with salinity—all these things
can happen. The evidence is growing. Whether it will involve five per cent, 10 per cent or, as I said, up to 20 per cent,
who knows? We do not know. But we are saying that as there is clear evidence to support this, particularly in lower
rainfall areas, we absolutely need to keep our mind open about these things and to look at the financial benefit that
could come from doing this.
The Liberal Party and the Nationals WA might not accept what is happening with climate change, but the market
has. It is very clear that farmers will have to start accounting for their carbon footprint. We need to work together
to deal with these issues, and tree planting and carbon sequestration is an obvious part of that solution. There is
nothing radical about this. We have to deal with this issue. We have to deal with how we address our own carbon
footprint, because, ultimately, there will be a price on carbon. Markets are already demanding that if anyone goes
into their zone, they have to account for their carbon footprint. That is already in place in Europe with its carbon
adjustment mechanism. But the approach of the Liberal and National Parties is to go out there, put on a hat and
a pair of R.M. Williams boots and do their bloody horse imitations! They think that is what it takes to be a farmer!
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I am struggling to hear the Minister for Regional Development, which does
not occur very often! There is a lot of noise in the chamber.
Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN: I have been listening to farmers, listening to the science, reading and working
hard, not just thinking, “I can turn up at the pub on Friday night and have a couple of beers with them and be
a good bloke, and that’s doing my job.” That is not doing your job. Doing your job is actually about getting yourself
informed—going out there, listening and learning—and being prepared to have the guts to make decisions. The
only decision that was made by the previous government in agriculture was to strip the department and contract it;
“the great contraction”, it was called. During your eight and a half years, you decimated agriculture.
How can government help agriculture the most?
Hon Dan Caddy: They are busy with other things!
Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN: They are all busy! They are all off. They have a lot of stuff happening in their
electorate offices.
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The important ways that we can assist are in R&D and agronomy. The previous government decided it did not want
that; it wanted to get out of that and stripped the former Department of Agriculture and Food of all its capability.
We have worked so hard to get that back and to do that traditional stuff. The first thing on the table when I came in
as Minister for Agriculture and Food was that I was asked to sign off on selling InterGrain to an eastern states mob,
and I said, “No, we’re keeping it here.” We kept it here, and it has now turned into a thriving entity that is producing
new varieties of wheat every season—it is really thriving. We have won back the national oat breeding program.
What a disgrace it was under your government; even though we are the premier breeders, we lost that, because the
previous government was not prepared to put any money on the table to have oat breeding. We are developing the
barley breeding program.
We have revived the absolutely decimated drylands research station out in Merredin. The previous government
told it that it was not even allowed to call itself a research station anymore. We got that back up and running as
a drylands hub. Kununurra was like a morgue under the previous government. The Frank Wise research station is
now thriving and expanding, and fully occupied. There are entomologists, scientists and technicians. It is the same
with Carnarvon. When I drove into the Carnarvon research station after the election, I could not believe it. It was
literally in tatters. We have now invested in it and got some of the leading technology that is really going to equip
the horticulturalists up there to expand, to test new markets, and to move into new places with their farming.
We are doing that. We are doing the conventional stuff, we are making it better and we are spending a lot of time
trying to correct the destruction that the previous government wrought on agriculture. We are listening to smart
farmers. We are listening to the Wayne Pecks and Brendan Savages at Kulin, to the Dean Ryans at Manjimup and to
the Hagertys at Beacon. We are listening to them and we are looking at what they are doing. We are backing this up
with research into these new techniques. If members opposite knew anything about farming, they would know that
change is always resisted. We understand that. The grandfather of Tim Overheu, one of our soil scientists, was the
person who first introduced superphosphate into Western Australia. He has shown me letters from people telling
his grandfather that it would not work and that it was ridiculous. Ten years later, everyone was using it. It was the
same with no-till farming. It was a decade; there were fights about it. We are not telling people what they have to do,
but I am telling members that we are absolutely providing options, because many farmers out there understand where
the markets are going. They understand that there will be increased demand for them to account for their carbon,
and there will be increased demand to meet environmental, social and governance guidelines generally. CBH already
segregates 20 per cent of its crop to meet those primary ESG markets.
I am very proud of the work that we are doing. I do it because I am in awe of the work ethic, determination and
resilience of our farmers and I want to be there to help take these things forward. I understand how challenging change
can be. I do not want to be like one of those ministers produced by the other side who did not want to make any of
the hard decisions and did not want to go without their support; I am prepared to do it. We will get some people,
particularly ex–chiefs of staff of former Liberal Party ministers, who will be out there taking a pot shot, but I know
that we have been dealing with it. There is this whole idea that there is some outrage because I have said that profitability
has to be the key focus and not yield. My aim and my desire is to ensure that the farmers of this state have access
to good-quality science so that they are not in the thrall of all the large chemical companies that do not provide
disinterested advice. They absolutely have a role, but we also see the cost of inputs going up. Members opposite
can get up there and do their traditional thing, but they are not adding any value. I know that we are adding value.
HON STEVE MARTIN (Agricultural) [11.12 am]: I rise to make a contribution to the excellent motion moved
by my colleague the Leader of the Opposition, Hon Dr Steve Thomas. In the limited time I have available, I intend
to concentrate on paragraph (a) of the motion, which —
notes the prospective record grain crop in Western Australia this season, despite the Minister for
Agriculture and Food’s suggestion that yield should be sacrificed for tree planting;
It is good to follow the minister and her remarks. I recently wrote an opinion piece about her comments, and at the
end I said that I looked forward to the next sermon. I did not have to wait long. I appreciate the minister still has
fire in her belly for this topic, but I disagree with some of the issues she raised. She talked about her comments on
the percentage of the wheatbelt and great southern that should perhaps be planted with trees and how agriculture
could be more sustainable if a variety of things were done around crop pests, and that farmers could avoid spending
millions on chemicals, evidently, if they took the minister’s advice. I also want to comment on the speech made by
Hon Darren West, an almost entirely sensible contribution and quite clearly a conversation he did not have with the
minister before she started talking about the false god of yield. If she had had that conversation with Hon Darren West
last year, he would have explained what almost no yield looks like. If she had had that conversation with the growers
at Southern Cross in the Belka valley this year about the false god of yield when they are receiving almost no yield
after a significant frost event, she would know that there is nothing false about that. Yield is a very good thing.
Hon Dr Steve Thomas interjected.
Hon STEVE MARTIN: It might be; I will get to that.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: Do you actually think that yield at all costs is sacrosanct and profitability is not —
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Hon STEVE MARTIN: I thank the minister for the Dorothy Dixer. I will explain how that looks in the real world.
I assume because the minister was talking about the false god of yield, she assumes that that is what some farmers
are doing; that is, they are worshipping yield at all expense. How many of those farmers has the minister met? How
many of those farmers worship that false god of yield, and under all circumstances that is their only priority? Where
are those farmers, minister? The minister said those farmers should stop doing that, so I assume they exist. I have
not met them, but I assume the minister has. The minister is obviously quite welcome to her views on how this
might work, but if her department assumes that there are these mythical farmers in the wheatbelt and great southern
worshipping the false god of yield, it is alarming, because it tells us that the minister is out of touch. That is not what
farmers are doing. I will spend a little bit of time explaining what things actually look like and the informed decisions
that farmers make.
In autumn this year, the canola price was sky-high, and we had an early rain. Farmers would have sat down and
worked out whether they should change their cropping rotations or order more fertiliser because they could grow
a profitable crop. Of course, depending on where they are in the state, they would work out how risky it would be
for them to change from a reliable wheat crop to a riskier canola crop. They would have had that conversation with
their agronomists, their grain marketers and their contractors, and they would have made those informed decisions
about how much canola they could sell in March to take advantage of a higher price then that may not be so at
harvest. They would have done all that. They would have worked out that they could probably sell only as much as
their worst ever canola crop, and if their worst ever canola crop at Mullewa was 300 kilograms a hectare, that would
be all they could sell in advance. There is a string of decisions they would have made based on those things. Yield
would have been one, but guessing what your yield looks like in March is about as useful as going to the racetrack.
Yield is important and drives a few of those decisions, but there is a raft of decisions about rotations. A farmer may
have had a set rotation, for example, and there would be time in the rotation for canola or not, and they may have
a legume or a cereal in there. There is a string of decisions, minister, they would make, and, obviously, they would
hope and pray for a high yield, but that would not be the entire basis of their decision-making. It is almost embarrassing
to assume that that is what farmers are doing. Hon Darren West made it clear that he is trying to make money. You
might lose money once or twice, but if you do it for five years in a row, you are not a farmer anymore.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: Can I just make this comment?
Hon STEVE MARTIN: Briefly, minister.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: This is about whether or not there are often criticisms or concerns about moving to
a more biologically based system —
Hon STEVE MARTIN: I will come to that.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: — through which you reduce yield, which may be true, but if your costs are fewer
and your profitability is greater, surely that is the most important thing. That is what I meant.
Hon STEVE MARTIN: Possibly, but they are the minister’s words, not mine: “the false god of yield”. Of course,
if a farmer’s costs are fewer and their profitability is higher, they make more money. That is obvious, but it is
a complicated set of decisions and farmers do not just make them in March; they make them as the season evolves,
and they will either spend more on fertiliser if it rains more or spray more if there are pests. They will work out
whether there is a yield benefit to spraying. It is not a simple “false god of yield” situation.
I turn to a couple of things in the minister’s remarks. The minister mentioned how farmers are somehow resistant to
change and how things always move slowly in agriculture, which I thought was extraordinary. The minister referred
to no-till farming in particular. The no-till farming revolution in Western Australia occurred at breakneck speed. It is
a complicated and expensive shift that farmers—not the government, not the department—made in record time.
Farmers made that shift in an entirely short period. They needed entirely new machinery and entirely new work
practices and management practices to make that happen, and farmers adapted rapidly. In less than a decade, that
entire shift was made. It is now very rare to find a farmer who is not using that method of cultivation, which has
seen our yields approach 20 million tonnes this year.
Like Hon Darren West, I would also like to close on an upbeat and promising note. There is no doubt that we are
about to see a record harvest in Western Australia. It has been a very kind season. Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd
is filling up the bins rapidly. I believe that it has received nearly nine and a half million tonnes. The bins are filling
up by the day. That will contribute to an Australia-wide rise in agricultural production. The value of rural goods
exported Australia-wide in the September quarter was up 64 per cent compared with the previous September quarter.
The total value-add of the Australian agricultural industry in that quarter was up 44 per cent on the year before.
That does not include what is about to roll into the bins in Western Australia. When farmers and the small business
sector have a good season, the good news is that they sometimes have an alarming habit of spending nearly all of
it straightaway. This time, I hope it goes towards paying back some debt and increasing equity in farms. They have
a habit of spending at their local machinery dealers, silo manufacturers and businesses in their communities. That
will flow into the Western Australian economy in the coming year, which is great news for Western Australians.
I wish all those hardworking farmers the best for the remainder of the harvest. I commend the motion to the house.
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HON WILSON TUCKER (Mining and Pastoral) [11.21 am]: I stand today to speak on this motion. Typically,
I find that these motions contain some digestible clauses on which both sides of the chamber can agree, and then we
find some clauses with a Trojan Horse word or phrase slipped in that causes some angst for the other side. Today’s
motion is quite controversial. I admit that I have quite limited knowledge of the agriculture and forestry sector. That
is a gap that I will have to close in the next three and a half years, and hopefully it will not take that long. I certainly
do not have the pedigree of some of the other members in this place. However, I was particularly interested in
paragraph (d) of this motion and the words “shortfall in regional investment”. Based on those words, I would like
to share a few personal observations.
Over the past few months, I have travelled to a number of towns, cities and shires in regional WA, particularly in
the Mining and Pastoral Region. Recently I went to Karratha. I spoke to people from a number of different companies,
and stakeholders and residents while I was in Karratha. A few residents approached me and asked whether I had
been to Port Hedland yet. At the time, I had not, unfortunately. They told me—not quite in these words—to prepare
myself for the stark contrast between Karratha and Port Hedland. When I visited Port Hedland, it struck me as
a town that was completely at odds with the wealth that was being funnelled through it. When I was there, I spoke to
the Mayor of Port Hedland, Peter Carter. Some exciting projects are going ahead in the region, as the Minister for
Hydrogen Industry can attest. There are certainly opportunities for growth, but growth does not necessarily translate
to liveability or prosperity for the residents who live in that town. I am not here to pick on Port Hedland; other towns
and shires in regional WA that produce massive amounts of royalties for this state and, indeed, this country, are
getting a raw deal.
Hon Alannah MacTiernan: Member, are you aware of the investment that we’re putting into Port Hedland in
terms of the marina and all of the amenity around that?
Hon WILSON TUCKER: I am aware of some of those, minister. I will get to my final point in a second, which
is royalties for regions. I thank the member for the segue. I understand that 25 per cent of those royalties are credited
to the royalties for regions fund, which is great. I do not have a problem with royalties for regions at all. In my opinion,
it is ideal that the wealth generated by regional WA is invested back into regional WA. Royalties for regions has done
a great number of things for the regional community in WA. However, I compare this with countries such as Norway.
Norway’s taxation of oil and gas is in that 50 per cent bracket. Western Australia as a state, and regional WA as
the economic powerhouse of the state, is certainly getting a raw deal. I will share some statistics with members,
using Port Hedland as an example. Port Hedland exports tens of millions of tonnes of iron ore every month. The
Port Hedland port’s supply chain pumped $54.7 billion into WA’s economy in 2018–19 and the port’s supply
chain economic contribution accounted for 20 per cent of WA’s gross state product in 2018–19. Members would
not think that today if they visited Port Hedland. They would see a town that is struggling for basic services, similar
to regional Western Australia’s experience with housing and health care. I acknowledge that there is a lot of history
with royalties for regions and I plan on speaking on this more in the future. I support royalties for regions as a fund
for regional WA. It is unfortunate that more funds are not being directed to royalties for regions, but I thank the
honourable member for moving this motion today.
HON DR STEVE THOMAS (South West — Leader of the Opposition) [11.26 am] — in reply: I do not often
get a chance to reply to a motion. I think I should have 10 minutes on the clock for my reply, but there is not a full
10 minutes left, so that is okay. What a shame. I will recap my earlier contribution.
This reply will allow me to address some of the issues I did not get time to raise in my original contribution. We
have had a good discussion around yield versus profit. It was an excellent contribution by Hon Steve Martin, who
obviously has a vast wealth of experience in this area. It may come as a shock to the government to realise that
yield and profit are highly related and that it is a critical measure. I think the Minister for Agriculture and Food
acknowledged that during the debate, so that is a positive thing. She may need to look over those comments and
attempt to educate the rest of her government on that because it is a highly related issue. Obviously, yield is highly
related to profit. Some studies suggest that yield and price are probably the two biggest indicators of profit, but
there is a range of others as well. I know the minister likes to focus on those other bits, but we cannot forget that
yield and prices are part of that. That is the argument the opposition has tried to put forward.
I note that once again we had some reflections on the chief executive officer of the Western Australian Farmers
Federation. I repeat the point that when it is convenient for the government to support the comments he makes, it
is “for he is a jolly good fellow”, and if he dares to disagree with the agenda of the government, he is a troglodyte.
I thought the mention of hats was hilarious, given that the minister had to borrow an akubra for a debate here a year
or two ago about agricultural issues. Let me reassure the house that my workboots frequently get covered in farm
produce and, let us say, farm waste.
Hon Tjorn Sibma: By-products.
Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: That is a good word—by-products! For many years in my task as a country veterinarian
in rural practice, I was quite famous in Donnybrook for taking off my boots before entering a shop. If people saw
a rather contaminated set of boots outside supermarkets and shops in Donnybrook, they generally knew who was
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inside. Mine are truly properly christened, as is my hat that has been worn for work in the agricultural sector. Just
before we start trying to have a conversation about which hat we are wearing or talking through, mine is covered with
the glory of agricultural production in the state of Western Australia. To be honest, that was a pretty brave direction
to take. Perhaps the minister did not think that one through.
In the last few minutes, I will refer to paragraph (d) of the motion, which notes the shortfall in regional investment.
I absolutely congratulate Hon Martin Aldridge on his contribution about the functioning of royalties for regions. It
was an excellent, very considered and somewhat measured contribution, given what this government has done to the
royalties for regions debate. He is absolutely right about what I call trans-subsidisation. The Premier abhors the word
“substitution”. I understand that it has been banned from discussion in his office because it is a very sensitive point.
It was interesting that in his excellent contribution today, Hon Martin Aldridge talked about the theft of funds from
royalties for regions to the consolidated fund through the Labor Party’s substitution racket. He mentioned a couple
of very interesting things, including school buses, which was the last substitution that the government implemented.
It was millions of dollars, which is still significant. When I was the shadow Minister for Regional Development,
I gave a commitment before the election that we would reverse that decision—last on, first off. I know that union
members here will probably understand that. We were going to put the last subsidy that the Labor government took
from royalties for regions back in. It would have gone back to the funding of the Department of Transport—I forget
the exact number; let us say $80 million over the estimates—for Metronet projects. Where it mattered, we put our
money where our mouths were before the election. We said that we would reverse the latest substitution.
It is even more hilarious because Hon Martin Aldridge raised the issue of substitution in the country water pricing
scheme, which is critical. He said that for some reason, the Labor Party thinks that regional people owe it something
because they do not pay an increased price for water. Members need to consider that when the government came to
power in 2017 and started this theft out of the royalties for regions program—perhaps it was not the fault of Minister
for Regional Development, but that of the Expenditure Review Committee, the Treasurer and the powerbrokers in
the Labor Party who orchestrated this to perhaps not necessarily blame the locals—it was significantly more than
the $300-odd million to which Hon Martin Aldridge referred. It was $250 million a year, so $1 billion over the
forward estimates, which was a quarter of the royalties for regions fund being trans-subsidised and substituted and
stolen from regional Western Australia. In the last budget—it only changed in the last budget—the amount dropped
from $1 billion over the forward estimates to one-third of that. If members read the budget papers, they will see
that it says that the government has reduced this cross-transfer—it does not say that it has reduced the theft, but
that is what it was—because there was not enough money left in royalties for regions to pay for Labor’s election
commitments. If there was ever a definition of the Labor Party using this fund as a slush fund, which is what it is
doing, that is it. It is not a set amount. It can move this money back and forth at its will and behest to prop up its
election commitments. It was $250 million a year or 25 per cent of the annual budget of the royalties for regions
fund—“We cannot change that except if the Labor Party wants to pay for some of its election commitments.” That is
what happened. I am sure that the Minister for Regional Development would not mind if Labor election commitments
were funded out of the consolidated fund, but Labor Party powerbrokers will not let that happen. Labor Party
powerbrokers will make sure that it comes out country people’s pockets. That is what the Labor Party is doing. It is
an absolute disgrace and the government should be ashamed.
Motion lapsed, pursuant to standing orders.
CRIMINAL LAW (UNLAWFUL CONSORTING AND PROHIBITED INSIGNIA) BILL 2021
Second Reading
Resumed from 30 November.
HON MATTHEW SWINBOURN (East Metropolitan — Parliamentary Secretary) [11.35 am] — in reply:
I will pick up where I left off on Tuesday evening by giving a brief summary of the points I made regarding the
assertion that what we are proposing to do in part 2 of the bill will somehow make it easier for child sex offenders
to consort.
Firstly, the new scheme introduced by this bill will significantly improve the police’s ability to disrupt and restrict
the capacity of child sex offenders to offend. This is a greater capacity than what is currently available. The current
scheme presents operational difficulties for police and these plus the ineffectiveness of the existing anti-consorting
scheme are key reasons for the introduction of the new scheme. The current scheme provided for under section 557K
of the Criminal Code requires a police officer of any rank to warn a convicted child sex offender that consorting with
another convicted child sex offender may lead to the committing of the offence of habitually consorting with a child
sex offender. As I previously stated, under the terms of the current section 557K anti-consorting scheme, child sex
offenders are not generally prohibited from consorting with other child sex offenders; rather, the prohibition is
on habitually consorting and that prohibition arises only once a child sex offender has been issued a warning by
a police officer. What does the term “habitually consort” actually mean? It is not defined under the Criminal Code
and its lack of definition has resulted in significant difficulties in prosecuting the existing offence. It at least means
that there has been an ongoing course of conduct and that the child sex offenders are in each other’s presence time
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and again. The stringent nature of the current scheme has meant that since 2015, only 20 prosecutions have been
commenced under section 557K(4) of the Criminal Code. Only eight convictions have been recorded, with most
sentences being a fine ranging from $10 to $4 000. One conviction resulted in a six-month term of imprisonment,
and of the 20 commenced prosecutions, several are still before the courts.
Section 557J of the Criminal Code is another existing anti-consorting provision that will be replaced by the scheme
in this bill. Section 557J applies to declared drug traffickers and has not been operationally effective for similar
reasons as I have already explained in relation to child sex offenders. In the case of declared drug traffickers, there
is no register of current notices and there have been no prosecutions.
The scheme that will be introduced by the bill does not seek to simply replicate the existing provisions; rather, firstly,
it will apply to a broad cohort of offenders; secondly, it will be targeted in its operations; thirdly, notices will not
be levied only on child sex offenders; fourthly, it will be more straightforward to prosecute offences; fifthly, it will
be supported by important safeguards; and, sixthly, it will be effective in achieving its purpose.
The anti-consorting scheme in this bill has been developed in close consultation with the Western Australia Police
Force to ensure that it is operationally workable and will be effective in disrupting serious and organised crime. The
commencement of the scheme will be supported by sworn police officers and dedicated project staff, which will
ensure the appropriate and targeted dedication of resources. This is a significant change from the current scheme,
which as I mentioned, has been used with limited success in respect of child sex offenders and with zero success
with respect to drug traffickers.
It may assist members if I can explain precisely how this scheme introduced by this bill will improve and strengthen
the current laws. I will start by explaining who will be eligible for the scheme. Every child sex offender subject to
the existing anti-consorting scheme will be a relevant offender under the bill. Every person convicted of a child sex
offence in Western Australia, Australia or overseas will fall within the scope of this new scheme. The bill provides
for a three-year transitional period to enable police to review the existing consorting notices in respect of each current
offender subject to a warning under section 557K(4) of the Criminal Code.
The new scheme will give discretion to the police, who worked on this bill alongside the Department of Justice,
to issue unlawful consorting notices to any child sex offender if a senior police officer considers it appropriate to
issue a notice to restrict or disrupt the offender’s ability to engage in conduct constituting an indictable offence. There
will be no requirement for a police officer to have personally observed the child sex offender engaging in conduct
constituting an indictable offence. This is not a high threshold in view of the types of offences of which these child
sex offenders have been convicted. The police have access to a range of data sources such as criminal histories,
including whether the offender had any co-offenders or offences involving consorting, address checks, prison periods,
intelligence databases, prosecution notices and national child sex offender databases. These information sources
will assist in informing the authorised officer when issuing notices under the new scheme. Having been developed
in close consultation with the police, the government is confident that this scheme will appropriately capture child
sex offenders and other serious offenders when it is appropriate to do so in order to disrupt and restrict their capacity
to engage in criminal conduct.
Hon Nick Goiran referred to having been told during the briefings that approximately five per cent of those in the
current scheme will be captured by the new scheme. I am able to provide members with some clarity on that matter.
The WA Police Force has data holdings that suggest that approximately five per cent of offenders who are the subject
of current warnings have consorted with the person of whom they were warned. Of course, because of the difficulty
of proving habitual consorting, not all these occasions of consorting have resulted in charges being laid. It is this
five per cent that we expect will immediately transition to the new scheme. It is not possible to say with certainty the
number of people subject to current notices who will or will not be subject to a notice under the scheme contained
in the bill. The three-year transitional period will provide WA police with time to consider each current offender’s
eligibility for the new scheme. As I have said, the new scheme does not set a high threshold for the issuing of notices,
and the government and, importantly, the WA Police Force, is satisfied that notices under the scheme will be issued
to child sex offenders in every circumstance when it is appropriate to do so.
There will, of course, be some warnings under the current scheme that will not be replaced with a notice under the
new scheme. I draw to members’ attention the fact that current notices do not expire. Accordingly, there are current
warnings on the register for offenders who are deceased, incapacitated, infirmed or who have moved overseas. We
can reasonably expect that new notices will not be issued to the offenders in these cohorts.
Hon Nick Goiran spent some time in the course of his remarks raising the concern, as I understand, that a requirement
in the bill that an unlawful consorting notice be issued by an officer at the rank of commander or above will mean
that lower ranked police will be deprived of the opportunity to issue notices under section 557K(4) of the Criminal Code.
I trust that it will be of some assistance if I can explain to the member how the current scheme actually operates
in practice. It is not the case that under existing section 557K(4), cadets, constables or other junior officers are
independently issuing warnings to convicted child sex offenders. It is in fact the case that all warnings under
section 557K(4) are overseen by the sex offender registry within the sex crime division of the WA Police Force. The
sex offender registry is the team that currently liaises with operational police to assess the appropriateness of issuing
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warnings, compile the written form of the warnings, support operational police to serve the warnings and oversee the
register of warnings. Under the consorting scheme introduced by the bill, the sex offender registry will continue to
carry out this central role in coordinating the issuing and servicing of notices. Accordingly, the operational process
for issuing notices will remain centralised within the sex crime division but with improved decision-making consistency
and the targeting of notices through the oversight of senior police officers being of the rank of commander or above.
I am also pleased to advise that the operation of the sex crime division and the operation of the consorting scheme
will be bolstered by additional internal resourcing from police. Police have allocated five additional unsworn officers
to a newly established central unit to assist in the coordination of the issuing of notices. Further, the 950 program
funded by the McGowan government will see an increase of sworn officers at all ranks. These additional resources
will mean that police will be even better equipped to identify eligible child sex offenders and, where appropriate,
issue unlawful consorting notices whether they are subject to an existing warning or have been issued with a notice
for the first time.
The criteria for issuing a notice is only one factor to consider in how the scheme introduced by the bill will improve
the ability of police to disrupt and restrict crime and hold offenders to account. This bill will increase the scope of
unlawful consorting notices and introduce a lower threshold for when an unlawful consorting offence is committed.
Firstly, under this bill, a single unlawful consorting notice can prohibit a child sex offender from consorting with
any number of other offenders named in the notice. An offender need only consort on two occasions with any person
named on the notice, whether that is the same offender or a different offender each time, and they will commit
an offence. Compare this with the current section 557K(4), under which a warning can be given only in respect
of consorting with one other offender, and prosecution is limited to when habitual consorting with that one offender
can be proved.
Secondly, the bill will introduce a new and improved definition of the term “consorting” that will now make it clear
that consorting can be via direct or indirect communication, including when using a third party, and whether by
email or other form of electronic communications. Consorting is also expressly defined in the bill to include not
only communication but also seeking or accepting, or being in, the company of the other person. This will improve
the likelihood of successful prosecution by both broadening and clarifying the meaning of consorting. This new
definition, along with the removal of the term “habitual” as an element of the offence, will help facilitate the
prosecution of these cases.
Thirdly, the reforms will expand the scheme beyond just consorting between child sex offenders. We know that
when child sex offenders nefariously consort with others, it is not always with other sex offenders; it could be with
other offenders such as drug dealers or cybercriminals. Further, the other person could be located here or abroad.
Under the existing law, only habitual consorting between sex offenders is prohibited. Under these reforms, the net
will be cast wider so that if a child sex offender is consorting with another serious offender of any kind, police will
be able to target their conduct.
Fourthly, under the new scheme, not only will prosecutions be easier to facilitate, but also the bill will increase the
penalties for unlawful consorting from a maximum of two years’ to five years’ imprisonment. It will move from
being a summary offence to an indictable offence. Not only will this make the penalty the highest anywhere in
Australia, but the increase in penalty will also enliven police powers so that any offender who contravenes a notice
can be arrested without a warrant. That power is not available for the current offence. The new scheme will, therefore,
better equip police to take immediate action against these offenders.
It is also important to note the existing mechanisms in the criminal justice system that exist for the purpose of
continuous reporting and oversight of serious offenders. For example, the parole scheme, post-sentence supervision
scheme and high-risk serious offender scheme provide mechanisms of supervision and monitoring for offenders
leaving the custodial system. Further, child sex offenders are also captured as reportable offenders under the
Community Protection (Offender Reporting) Act 2004. They will continue to be subject to reporting obligations
under that act following the passage of this bill.
The consorting scheme in the bill will be an additional tool to help protect the community from criminal conduct.
Its purpose is grounded in restricting and disrupting communication between offenders who are considered at risk
of engaging in further serious criminal conduct with other offenders. As I have mentioned, the new scheme is targeted;
it contains important safeguards; and it is constitutionally robust. Importantly, unlike the existing consorting scheme
in the Criminal Code, it will be operationally workable and effective in disrupting serious and organised crime. I trust
that this will assist members in understanding that the bill will in fact see improved procedures, improved consistency,
improved resourcing for police, and overall improved oversight of child sex offenders.
I now move on to another area. Hon Nick Goiran asked whether consorting legislation from other jurisdictions
was considered. In short, the answer to that is yes, it was. Prior to the development of a new consorting scheme in
WA, cross-jurisdictional analysis of other consorting legislation was considered, particularly the New South Wales
legislation under the operation of part 3A, division 7 of the Crimes Act 1900. In addition, Victoria’s Criminal
Organisations Control Act 2012 and Queensland’s Criminal Code Act 1899 were examined. In-depth consultation
was conducted with a visiting prosecutor from the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions of New South Wales,
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who worked closely with the New South Wales Police Force’s Strike Force Raptor, the team that deals with organised
crime gangs and the consorting scheme in New South Wales. This provided insight into the defence provisions and
how, in general, the New South Wales scheme has impacted individuals involved in outlaw motorcycle gangs. This
bill draws largely upon the consorting legislation introduced in New South Wales in 2012, which was tested by
the High Court in the decision of Tajjour v New South Wales [2014] HCA 35. In this case, the High Court found that
the consorting regime under section 93X of the Crimes Act 1900 was constitutional, noting that it was reasonably
appropriate and adapted to serve the legitimate end of the prevention of crime in a matter compatible with the
maintenance of the constitutionally prescribed system of representative government.
As Hon Nick Goiran noted, on Wednesday, 13 October 2021, The West Australian published an opinion piece by
the prominent legal commentator Tom Percy, QC. In Mr Percy’s view —
There is no reason to believe that any new law prohibiting a member of an OMCG from displaying their
colours or insignia in public will have any meaningful effect on their activities. Why would it?
Mr Percy then added that bikies —
… have always found a way to flout the law and exploiting this one will be little more than a new challenge
for them.
He also said —
Similar measures in Queensland have had almost no effect.
I now table a copy of Mr Percy’s opinion piece.
[See paper 954.]
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: What is most noteworthy about this QC’s opinion is that it appears to have been
provided at a time when the bill had not been made publicly available and all but the highest level of description
of its contents had been announced to the public. The bill was tabled in the other place a day after Mr Percy’s opinion
was published, on Thursday, 14 October 2021. There is certainly nothing in Mr Percy’s opinion to suggest that
he had actually seen or reviewed the provisions of the bill. For instance, Mr Percy appeared to focus only on the
prohibited insignia offence and did not engage at all with the consorting or dispersal notice scheme. If Mr Percy
had not seen the bill prior to making these comments, this might be the first QC opinion I have seen that has provided
comment on legislation without the QC having read the legislation in the first place. As to Mr Percy’s analysis of
the situation in Queensland, I confirm that the WA Department of Justice consulted with its counterpart, the
Queensland Department of Justice and Attorney-General, during the development of this bill. Queensland’s view is
that its insignia prohibition resulted in club members immediately stopping wearing their colours. It is therefore unclear
which facts Mr Percy was relying on when he said that the Queensland laws have had almost no effect. In any
event, Queensland’s consorting scheme is materially different from WA’s proposed scheme, including that, unlike in
Queensland, this bill, firstly, contains a broad definition of what constitutes consorting; secondly, does away with the
requirement to provide that the person habitually consorted; and, thirdly, provides that the unlawful consorting need
be with only one other person, in contrast with the Queensland legislation which only prohibits consorting with
two or more people. Therefore, the laws are so materially different that it would be a mistake to treat them as the same.
The issue of who was consulted on the drafting of the bill was raised by members. It is again worth noting that
part 2 of this bill largely reflects the 2020 unlawful consorting bill, and there was consultation on that bill. On this
bill, in addition to consulting the New South Wales Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions, as I have already
mentioned, the following were consulted on its development: the WA Police Force; the State Solicitor’s Office; the
Solicitor-General of WA; the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions of Western Australia; the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Administrative Investigations, otherwise known as the Ombudsman; the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet; the Department of Treasury; the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries,
specifically the director of Liquor Licensing; the Aboriginal Legal Service of WA; Legal Aid Western Australia;
the Corruption and Crime Commission; the Commissioner for Victims of Crime; courts and tribunal services within
the Department of Justice; the Honourable Chief Justice Peter Quinlan, Chief Justice of the Western Australian
Supreme Court; the Honourable Justice Julie Wager, Chief Judge of the District Court; and His Honour Chief
Magistrate Steven Heath of the Magistrates Court of WA.
Undoubtedly, we will be asked about what stakeholders had to say, but I will say this: consultation was undertaken
throughout the drafting of the bill with key stakeholders over an extended period. We are talking about up to
three years of policy and drafting work when the previous bill is also taken into account, with input from stakeholders
throughout that period. This has included a combination of telephone discussions, direct consultation, meetings
and emails, as well as written correspondence. A significant amount of feedback was received over that period
and incorporated into the policy decisions and iterative drafts of the bill. Consultation was also undertaken with
a view to the findings of the report of the New South Wales Ombudsman on the operation of consorting legislation
in New South Wales. Although it is not possible to distil this extensive consultation into a few key points, it has been
focused throughout on ensuring a balance between the objects of the bill and the need for appropriate safeguards
to protect vulnerable members of the community.
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There has also been some question about when the provisions of the bill will come into operation. This bill has
been developed in close consultation with key stakeholders, including subject matter and legal experts, and the bill
is ready to be proclaimed as soon as it is passed. The proclamation clause is not included for the purposes of delaying
proclamation of the bill; it is simply a matter of drafting that has been adopted in the bill. The government intends
to proclaim this legislation as soon as possible after it receives royal assent. It will not be proclaimed in stages. As
I said in the debate on referring the bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation, police have been closely involved
in the development of the bill and are working to prepare the necessary internal policies, training, information system
improvements and information-sharing protocols with the Ombudsman. For operational reasons, it is not appropriate
to disclose whether particular reforms contained in the bill will be operationalised prior to others—operationalised,
not proclaimed. However, it is important to note that the three-year transitional period that applies to current unlawful
consorting notices issued under section 557K of the Criminal Code has been incorporated to allow police to assess
all current notices and issue new notices when appropriate.
Hon Nick Goiran referred to the marked-up version of the Criminal Code in the blue bill, which shows section 557K(4)
as deleted. Let me clarify for the benefit of other members that the effect of this bill on section 557K(4) of the
Criminal Code will not be its deletion upon proclamation of the bill. The marked-up version of the Criminal Code
in the blue bill to which the member referred shows all amendments affected by the bill, without taking into account
when those amendments will commence.
I take members to the commencement clause of the bill, which, to summarise, provides under clause 2(b) that the
act, other than clause 67, will come into operation on a day fixed by proclamation. Clause 67 will come into effect
three years after proclamation. Clause 67 is the operative provision that will delete section 557K(4) and related
subsections from the Criminal Code, and that will commence three years after proclamation. As I have mentioned,
that is to allow for police to assess all current notices and issue new notices when appropriate.
I will now turn to the issue of defences to both the consorting and dispersal provisions, specifically the defences
provided at clause 18(2)(a)(viii) in relation to charges of consorting contrary to an unlawful consorting notice and
clause 43(2)(a)(viii) in relation to charges of consorting contrary to a dispersal notice, which relate to members of
industrial organisations engaging in legitimate industrial activities. Both Hon Nick Goiran and Hon Peter Collier
have asked whether such defences are required, and Hon Nick Goiran has put amendments on the supplementary
notice paper to delete both those defences. Generally, the policy intent behind all the defences in clause 18(2)(a)
and clause 43(2)(a) of the bill is to provide specific circumstances that will allow a person subject to an unlawful
consorting notice to engage in important law-abiding day-to-day activities. The range of defences contained in the
bill contemplate situations that contributing members of society partake in, such as employment and education,
and accessing health and welfare services. The defences recognise that in these circumstances, it may be necessary
for people to communicate—that is, to consort. We also need to be mindful of other situations that members of
society find themselves in, such as the need to obtain legal advice to comply with a lawful direction or court order,
or when they may be in custody.
The government has also provided provisions that take account of the systemic discrimination that Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people face and the fact that members of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
are over-represented in our justice system. The bill recognises the need for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people to comply with cultural practices, obligations, customary law or traditions and does not criminalise consorting
that is necessary for these purposes. However, this is not an open invitation to relevant offenders to use these defences
as a cover to avoid the operation of unlawful consorting notices or if the consorting relates to criminal activity.
This is provided for in clause 18(3) and clause 43(3) of the bill.
It is important to note that the defences in clause 18(2) and clause 43(2) will apply if two conditions are met: firstly, that
one of the circumstances listed in clauses 18(2) or 43(2)(a)(i) to (ix) apply, and, secondly, under clause 18(2)(b)
and clause 43(2)(b), that the consorting in those circumstances was necessary. Therefore, a person charged with the
offence of unlawful consorting or consorting contrary to a dispersal notice will have the onus of proving that those
two conditions were met in order to enliven the defence provision. Engaging in a lawful occupation, trade or
profession is also a defence that is provided at clause 18(2)(a)(i) and clause 43(2)(a)(i). This is obviously quite
a mouthful as I go along here! The defence at clause 18(2)(a)(viii) and clause 43(2)(a)(viii) is inextricably linked
to employment. This defence is about ensuring that people can communicate for the purpose of protecting their
employment and workplace rights.
Hon Nick Goiran in his speech referred to a defence for union officials. With respect, these provisions are not
directed at the activities of union officials and it is wrong to characterise them as such. Union officials would be
covered by the defences provided at clause 18(2)(a)(i) and clause 43(2)(a)(i), as being a union official is a lawful
occupation, trade or profession. More precisely, the defence extends to those who are members of trade unions.
Of course, this includes teachers, nurses, childcare workers, public servants, tradies, retail and hospitality workers
and many other occupations, including construction workers.
Hon Nick Goiran quoted a former member who had a penchant for describing trade unions and their members in
the most disparaging manner possible.
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Hon Nick Goiran: Now I know you haven’t written this speech. I know where it comes from. You ran that line
about Hon Michael Mischin. It’s all right; I understand. You’ve taken instructions. It’s fair enough.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: No, that is my line, member. I have sat through many debates and heard the
former member refer to trade unions in the most disparaging manner. I think at that time he revelled in it. I think
that former member effectively equated being a member of a trade union as akin to being a member of an outlaw
motorcycle gang. Although this suited his political and ideological narrative, it was neither accurate nor fair. The
importance and legitimacy of trade union membership and activity is well understood and accepted by members that
sit on this side of the house and by the McGowan government. I wish we could say the same for members opposite;
however, that would ignore the years and years of work they have put into trying to undermine the efforts of workers
to collectively organise and have their interests represented by democratically elected trade union officials.
I think what is telling about the position being taken by those opposite is that the amendment being proposed is not
to extend the available defences to other legitimate activities, but rather to simply remove the defence as it relates
to legitimate industrial activities by union members. As a person who has worked for three different trade unions—
as it was in those days, the Australian Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, now the United Workers
Union; the Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union; and the Health Services Union—over
15 years, it will come as no surprise to members that I strongly support the virtues of being a member of a union
and the work that unions do. The fact that some members of unions might also be members of outlaw motorcycle
gangs is not a revelation. Membership of unions is open to all workers who fall within the membership coverage
of a union. Union membership reflects the make-up of our society and it is important to note that unions do not pick
their members. It is our expectation that the cohort of relevant offenders targeted by the bill will become contributing
members of society and are employed. We must afford them the ability to pursue what is fair and reasonable as an
employee. This includes engaging in lawful industrial activity.
Turning to the narrow nature of this defence, the accused will have to prove the following. Firstly—and this element
has two components—that both the restricted offender and the named offender with whom they were consorting
are members of an organisation of employees, and that that organisation is registered under the relevant state or
commonwealth workplace relations laws. That is important because there are some organisations that hold themselves
up to be unions but do not hold registration under either state or commonwealth laws. Secondly, that the consorting
occurred in the course of activities undertaken for the purposes of the business of the organisation—that is, industrial
activities. Thirdly, that the consorting was necessary in the circumstances. The business of an organisation could
include, for example, providing information and advice about making an application to an industrial tribunal, assisting
in negotiations about conditions of employment, or explaining workplace safety obligations. To conclude on this
point, without this defence, workers will be denied the opportunity to communicate with others to pursue the
legitimate rights to which they are entitled in connection with their employment.
Much has been made of why the office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations, the
Ombudsman—that is how I will refer to that position from this point forward—has been selected to provide the
monitoring compliance role under the bill, rather than the Corruption and Crime Commission. Hon Nick Goiran
has placed a range of amendments on the supplementary notice paper that seek to replace the Ombudsman with
the CCC as the agency with that role. To be clear, the government will not be supporting these amendments.
During drafting of the bill, the government considered which oversight body, the CCC or the Ombudsman,
would be best placed to undertake the monitoring function under the legislation. The government is of the view
that the Ombudsman is the more appropriate oversight body to undertake the role, for a number of reasons. The
Ombudsman’s role is set out in part 4 of the bill. The primary function of the Ombudsman will be to scrutinise the
powers conferred on police under the unlawful consorting scheme. In carrying out this role, the Ombudsman must
scrutinise police records, may make recommendations to the Commissioner of Police to revoke or vary consorting
notices, and must prepare an annual report for the minister that must be tabled in Parliament every year. The annual
report may include any observations that the Ombudsman considers appropriate to make under the operation of the
act and review the impact of the scheme on a particular group if such an impact has come to his attention. The annual
reporting function will ensure rigorous consideration of whether the policy objectives of the unlawful consorting
scheme are being met, and the exercise of powers and the administrative and procedural processes being employed
under the act.
As outlined in part 4 of the bill, the Ombudsman’s role is to provide broad scrutiny, oversight and reporting. The
monitoring will come in the context of a proposed consorting regime that is transparent and contains several statutory
safeguards and checks and balances. This broad monitoring role can be compared with the Ombudsman’s existing
role under the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Western Australia Act 1996. Under that regime,
the Ombudsman has a monitoring role to examine compliance with telecommunications interception legislation
through inspections and the preparation of reports to the relevant minister. The recordkeeping obligations found
under part 2 of the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Western Australia Act 1996 ensure that the
Ombudsman can effectively scrutinise the operations of the act. Similarly, clause 53 of the bill provides explicit
recordkeeping obligations for the Commissioner of Police to ensure that relevant information is recorded in the
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register and provided to the Ombudsman for examination. A similar function is also conferred on the Ombudsman
under the Criminal Organisations Control Act 2012, which includes monitoring and reporting on the exercise of
powers conferred on the Commissioner of Police and police officers under the act.
In considering the appropriate body for the statutory monitoring role, regard was had to the CCC’s statutory role
under the Criminal Investigation (Covert Powers) Act 2012. Under that act, police officers are excused from criminal
responsibility for certain behaviour. In the context of that regime, the CCC’s role includes oversight of the exercise
of undercover and otherwise potentially criminal activities of police. The powers conferred on police under the bill
can be distinguished from the covert powers conferred on police under the Criminal Investigation (Covert Powers)
Act 2012. The processes under the bill are transparent and subject to review, and fit within the usual operational
functions of police and criminal procedure generally. Accordingly, although the monitoring role of the Ombudsman
involves the review of police powers, the purpose of the scrutiny function is far broader and will include annual
reporting on policy, administrative and procedural matters associated with the operation of the regime. It is worth
noting that the Ombudsman has an obligation under section 28 of the Corruption, Crime and Misconduct Act 2003
to report to the CCC any matter that the Ombudsman suspects on reasonable grounds concerns or may concern serious
misconduct. This ensures that any information that raises a concern about misconduct revealed by the exercise of
the Ombudsman’s monitoring functions will be reported to the CCC. In considering all these issues, the government
formed the view that the Ombudsman is the more appropriate body for the particular compliance role outlined
in the bill.
Hon Nick Goiran queried whether the provisions will withstand any challenges by outlaw motorcycle gangs. It is,
of course, acknowledged that outlaw motorcycle gangs have the means and inclination to test these laws. That
means it is usually funded from their unlawful activities, and the inclination is that they do not like going to prison.
Whether laws we make in Parliament will withstand the scrutiny of the courts over time is always an open question;
however, we are confident that these laws will withstand any such challenge. The Solicitor-General has provided
advice regarding the constitutionality of the bill. Based on that advice, the Attorney General is confident that the
bill is constitutionally robust. I will provide some further detail on why we say we are confident; however, I will
not disclose the detail and nature of the advice that was provided by the Solicitor-General.
Regarding part 2 of the bill, the question of whether consorting legislation effectively burdens the implied freedom
of political communication on government or political matters was considered by the High Court in the case
that I referred to earlier—Tajjour v New South Wales [2014] HCA 35—which challenged the constitutionality of
the New South Wales consorting regime contained in division 7 of the NSW Crimes Act 1900. New South Wales
submitted that section 93X is not directed at political communication. Further, a person constrained by section 93X
retains the freedom to engage, in a variety of ways, in the kinds of communications that are covered by their freedom.
It was also submitted that section 93X would only prohibit such communication when it occurs as an occasion of
consorting between convicted offenders on whom a consorting notice has been served. In that case, the High Court
found that the New South Wales consorting regime was not invalid.
I turn to part 3 of the bill, which contains two principal reforms that will criminalise the display of insignia of identified
criminal organisations in public places and disrupt the ability of members of identified organisations to consort in
public places. Members may recall that in my second reading speech, I tabled a report, by way of justification,
about the provisions of part 3 of the Criminal Law (Unlawful Consorting and Prohibited Insignia) Bill 2021. That
report was prepared by the Western Australia Police Force in close consultation with the Solicitor-General and the
State Solicitor’s Office, and provides evidence of the facts upon which Parliament can rely to ensure that the reforms
are appropriate and adapted to their purpose. Again, although I am unable to disclose the detail of the legal advice
received, the bill has been prepared with specialist advice to ensure it is constitutionally robust, and the government
is confident it will withstand any challenge.
Hon Dr Brian Walker raised a concern about reforms of this kind driving behaviours of outlaw motorcycle gangs
underground. In a similar vein, Hon Sophia Moermond raised concerns about difficulties in identifying members
of outlaw motorcycle gangs if they are not wearing their insignia or displaying tattoos. The components of the
bill have different purposes and it is important that these are not confused. The purpose of the unlawful consorting
scheme is to disrupt and restrict offenders from communicating. Convicted persons involved in established organised
networks pose the greatest risk to the community when they are in communication with or in the company of
like-minded individuals. Communication allows individuals to build networks and spread activities over multiple
markets. This can support a range of offences, such as domestic and global illicit drug markets, fraud, sexual exploitation
of children, money laundering, firearm offences and cybercrime. Outlaw motorcycle gangs remain the highest profile
manifestation of organised crime in Australia. The link between outlaw motorcycle gang members and many types
of serious crime, including illicit drug production and distribution, illicit firearm trafficking, group violence, and
extortion is clear. Unlawful consorting notices, dispersal notices and a prohibition of the display of their insignia
in public will provide an effective tool to disrupt and dismantle those criminal activities. The insignia prohibition
scheme and the dispersal notice scheme in part 3 of the bill is about community safety and protection from the fear
and intimidation caused by gangs that have a reputation for violence and criminal activity. The government is
confident that legislation will help achieve this purpose.
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Western Australia Police Force has extensive intelligence reporting on who outlaw motorcycle gang members are.
There is also access to national and international intelligence reporting through various means that identify and
track new additions to outlaw motorcycle gang groups, as well as club structures. It is the nature of being an outlaw
motorcycle gang member to proudly show that they belong to an outlaw motorcycle gang group. In addition to the
community safety element, prohibited insignia will lessen the attractiveness of becoming a member.
Western Australia Police Force undertakes various overt and covert strategies to keep tabs on who these outlaw
motorcycle gang members and associates are. They do not simply rely upon their display of patches or tattoos bearing
their insignia. Taking the intimidatory factor away from outlaw motorcycle gang members through this legislation
will not drive them underground, but will diminish the perceived power they exhibit to commit crime—in other
words, they will become nobodies without the ability to hide behind gang colours for support.
Members also raised some concerns about possible overreach and the inappropriate expansion of laws of this kind.
The government has put those matters at the forefront of this reform. If we look at part 3 of the bill, we see that both
the prohibited insignia scheme and the dispersal notice scheme rely upon the list of identified organisations contained
in schedule 2 of the bill. Additional organisations can be added to the list in schedule 2 only through amendments
passed by this Parliament. There is no mechanism to add further organisations through executive action, such as the
promulgation of regulations. The government considered this aspect in detail, sought advice from key stakeholders,
and made the decision as a matter of policy to not permit additional organisations to be prescribed in regulations.
This approach guards against the potential for misuse of the provisions by a future government, preserves the
sovereignty of Parliament, and ensures that the reforms are applied in a way that is targeted, supported by evidence
and constitutionally robust.
The passage of this bill will give police more tools to disrupt those who choose to live outside the bounds of
society’s rules; those who revel in the notoriety of being an outlaw; those who engage in behaviour that is designed
to intimidate, harass and imperil others; and those who choose to engage in heinous acts that put the safety and welfare
of the rest of community at risk, whether they are members of outlaw motorcycle gangs, child sex offenders, or
drug traffickers. I ask members to support the bill, and I commend it to the house.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
Committee
The Chair of Committees (Hon Martin Aldridge) in the chair; Hon Matthew Swinbourn (Parliamentary Secretary)
in charge of the bill.
Clause 1: Short title —
Hon NICK GOIRAN: At the outset, I thank the parliamentary secretary for his reply to the second reading debate
and I commend him for the tone he took in delivering his response. I particularly thank him and those who have
assisted him in the delivery of that reply for the detailed and considered information he provided on the range of
topics that were raised during the second reading debate. I suspect we will ultimately have to agree to disagree on
certain elements and approaches of this bill, not the least of which being who should monitor these powers—the
Ombudsman or the Corruption and Crime Commission—but I commend the parliamentary secretary for the approach
he has taken in this matter, in contrast with the approach taken in the other place.
The first question I have at clause 1—I note that the Criminal Law (Unlawful Consorting and Prohibited Insignia)
Bill 2021 is a variation on the bill that was introduced into this place last year—is: other than the insertion of part 3,
“Prohibited insignia and consorting contrary to dispersal notices”, are there any other clauses that have changed since
the 2020 bill was introduced; and, if so, what are they?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: As the member knows, we provided the opposition with a table of comparisons
between the 2020 bill and the current bill. I presume the member has a copy of that. I have a copy of that document
as it was provided to the opposition and I am happy to table that for the record. I seek to table that document.
[See paper 955.]
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: In relation to more specific changes, I think the member is quite right when he
says that the most significant change between this bill and the 2020 bill is the insertion of part 3, which introduces
the insignia and dispersal notice provisions. Some other changes are consequential to that; for example, the definitions
clause has been changed to include reference to those sorts of things. Other changes that have been driven largely
by the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office are just of a drafting nature.
I refer the member to clause 2 of the bill. In the 2020 version of the bill, paragraph (b) referred to section 39 commencing
on the day after the period of 12 months beginning on the day applied, being the day that the rest of the act commenced.
Paragraph (b) in the 2021 bill refers to the rest of the act other than section 67. Paragraph (c) now refers to section 67
coming into operation after a period of three years beginning on the day applied under paragraph (b), being the
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day that the rest of the act commenced. The reason for this is that the WA Police Force and the Ombudsman agreed
that a three-year transitional period is more appropriate to allow for current notices issued to child sex offenders under
the Criminal Code. I think I covered that quite thoroughly in my reply to the second reading debate.
As I said, there are definition changes at clause 3. Clause 6 includes the term “relevant offender”, which was previously
“convicted offender”. I will not read what the previous provision said, but the term is now “relevant offender”, with
the same meaning as previously drafted, but extended to include an offence under clause 25(2), the prohibited insignia
offence, or 42(1), the dispersal notice offence. The term is referred to in clauses 8, 9 and 10. That is all I have for
the member at the moment.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The document the parliamentary secretary tabled, which I have in my possession here, sets
out across seven pages the changes between the bill before us now and what is referred to as the “2020 bill”. I recall
in the last Parliament that the bill that arrived in this chamber, which is the basis upon which this reconciliation has
been undertaken, was not the same as the bill introduced in the Assembly in the first instance. Have any of those
changes incorporated by the Assembly in the last Parliament been dispensed with or have they all been retained in
this bill?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: They have all been retained.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: With respect to the change at clause 2, the change between the bill before us and that of
the last Parliament is the insertion of part 3, which deals with these new prohibited insignia and consorting contrary
to dispersal notices schemes—those two schemes. There are other consequential amendments as a result of the
insertion of part 3 and there are some drafting and stylistic changes. One of the more substantive matters that
the parliamentary secretary referred to is the material change at clause 2 to allow for a three-year period for police
to consider these provisions and to do the necessary assessments, rather than 12 months. I recall that the 12-month
period was raised when we last debated the bill last year. What information have WA police provided to the
government to explain why they have changed their view about the need to change the 12-month period of assessment
to a three-year period?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The first thing to note is that since the 2020 bill was debated, 200 new offenders
were added to the consorting provisions. Obviously, that has increased the number of people whom police will
have to transition over time.
I indicated to the member previously that consultations around the period of 12 months to three years were held
with the WA Police Force and the Ombudsman. Obviously, consideration was given to some of the other elements.
One of the elements that arose during that reconsideration is that if it is done within a 12-month period, the work
will not be spread out over a period of time, so there will be a big load of things to do every three years—almost
on an anniversary date—because the consorting notices expire after three years. At this stage, work will be done
methodically, identifying the most high-risk offenders that cause issues, over the three-year period. Consideration
was given to the increased number of offenders and wanting to flatten out the work in future years.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: It seems like there was some benefit in the less hasty passage of the previous legislation
in that, as we would both agree, this legislation has expanded, at the very least, the part 3 provisions. It would have
otherwise had an unintended consequence of perhaps creating a very significant rod for the back of those agencies
involved moving forward that are now able to spread that substantial workload over a three-year period.
The parliamentary secretary mentioned that 200 new offenders were added. I presume that is an approximate figure
rather than a precise one. Are they all child sex offenders or has a range of offenders been added?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: There are approximately 200 new offenders. That is not a precise figure. Yes,
they are all child sex offenders.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: According to the notes I took during the briefing, we were told that there were 800 such
offenders. Are the 200 offenders that the parliamentary secretary mentioned part of the 800 offenders or is the figure
now 1 000? What is the current number of offenders?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The figure of 800 offenders includes the 200 offenders.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: When the parliamentary secretary said that approximately 200 offenders have been added—
I am happy for the parliamentary secretary to answer by way of interjection, if that is helpful—I think he mentioned
that that was since the passage of the last bill or since the last time it was considered. The parliamentary secretary
referred to some sort of time frame.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: As the member knows, the other bill did not pass through Parliament because
of prorogation. The time period is from when the bill was first introduced into Parliament until now.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: It was a 2020 bill so, evidently, it had to be fewer than two years. According to my notes, the
bill was read a third time in the other place on 23 June 2020. I assume that the passage of time that the parliamentary
secretary is referring to is when the bill was introduced into Parliament, not necessarily into this chamber.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Yes, since its introduction to Parliament.
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: We are talking about a time frame of at least 18 months and fewer than two years. We can
at least narrow it down. We do not need to be more specific than that.
The point I want to make at this stage, and to which I seek a response from the parliamentary secretary, relates to
the 200 new offenders who were added over those 18 months to two years. Again, if we are going to work in some
form of approximate basis, it looks like about 100 new offenders are added every year. Has the Western Australia
Police Force factored that into the workload that it will take up in the future? The parliamentary secretary mentioned
that there has been some consultation on that and that was one of the reasons we moved from a time period of
12 months to three years, as set out in clause 2. Has that future workload been factored in and does the modelling
suggest about 100 new offenders a year?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: It has been factored in by the WA Police Force. Yes, there are about 100 new
offenders every year. We are not talking precise figures here; it is approximately 100. Obviously, we hope that, in
any given year, there are fewer offenders because of a decrease in child sex offending, but it depends on the nature
of this sort of offending.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is helpful to understand and also, in part, why the police would have asked for the
extended period to undertake these assessments. With the parliamentary secretary’s agreement, it is probably
convenient to undertake the analysis between the existing consorting scheme and the proposed consorting scheme
under clause 1 rather than elsewhere in the bill. Part of the reason for that is that the amendments to section 557K are
not addressed until far later in the bill, under clause 67, and the new consorting notices are addressed at clause 9.
The parliamentary secretary provided some explanation of how the existing scheme works and how the proposed
scheme is intended to work. Is it the case that any police officer in Western Australia, of any level or rank, can issue
a section 557K warning?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Technically, a police officer of any rank can issue a warning, but, as I outlined
in my reply, that does not happen in practice.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: As a matter of law in Western Australia at the moment, and that is what we are interested in
as lawmakers, any police officer of any rank can issue a section 557K warning. I understand the caveat the parliamentary
secretary gave that in practice that is not occurring, but as a matter of law, they have the power and authority to do
so. Will any police officer of any rank be able to issue an unlawful consorting notice once this bill passes?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Only commanders and above will be able to issue the notice, but it is worth
noting that any police officer can serve that notice on an offender.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The parliamentary secretary might recall that in my second reading contribution I was keen
for the government to provide details of how many officers in Western Australia fell below the rank of commander.
Does the parliamentary secretary have data on the overall size of the WA Police Force at the moment and how
many of that cohort are commander or higher?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I do not have a precise figure. Obviously, that sort of detail—what is the word
I am looking for?—changes. There are approximately 7 200 sworn officers in the Western Australia Police Force,
28 of whom with the rank of commander and above. That is the broad range of numbers, but it is not a specific number.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That sounds consistent with the answer provided yesterday. I absolutely appreciate that it
is not a precise figure. As the parliamentary secretary said, the figures will fluctuate, particularly with regard to the
first figure provided for the general number of officers in the police force. In fact, some of them are potentially being
marched out the door at the moment, subject to their dispute with the Commissioner of Police. We will see how many
of those police officers are affected by those things.
In terms of approximate numbers, more than 7 000 Western Australian police officers can currently issue a section 557K
warning as a matter of law. They have been authorised by a previous Parliament to issue these warnings, but, moving
forward, only approximately 28 police officers will be able to issue unlawful consorting notices. The parliamentary
secretary mentioned that the government will take three years to consider these various assessments. With respect
to the section 557K notices, until such time as this bill passes, it will continue to be the case that those more than
7 000 Western Australian police officers will be able to, by law, issue a warning. Once the bill passes, will any of
those warnings still be issued?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Once the bill passes and comes into operation, no new notices under section 557K
will be able to be issued because the new anti-consorting provisions will have come into effect. Obviously, in those
circumstances, only those officers with the rank of commander and above will be able to issue unlawful consorting
notices, subject to the constraints of part 2 of the bill. In terms of the operational practicalities of 7 200 sworn officers
having the power to issue notices—the member said “technically at law”—I want to re-emphasise the point that
7 200 police officers do not issue notices under section 557K. They go through the sex crime division currently
and that is where they will continue to be placed under the new regime.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am looking at section 557K of the code. We seem to be interchanging the use of the words
“warning” and “notice”. Under 557K does a police officer issue a warning or do they issue a notice?
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Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: That was my error, member, confusing the difference between a warning and
a notice. Under 557K it is definitely a warning. For the purpose of some context, it is an oral warning and no
paperwork is issued to a person who is warned. They are obviously provided with information by the police officer
at the time about the nature of the warning. It is then recorded in the police’s record keeping system, which I believe
is the IMS—information management system. That is how that works. The “notice” as we say is a much different
thing and the format and content of the notice is obviously dealt with in part 2 of the bill.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The parliamentary secretary said that oral warnings are delivered, not written ones. He
mentioned that some information is still provided to the person receiving the warning. Is no written information
provided to the person at the time the oral warning is given?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: My advice is that no written advice is provided.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: What written record is maintained of the warning having been given?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: My advice is that a form is filled out by police; it is an internal form they keep
for the purpose of their record keeping. A copy of it is shown to the offender or to the person who is issued with
a warning but no copy is provided to them. I hope that covers off what the member is asking. Apparently, material
is included with the internal police form that they do not want to be in the constant possession of the person. There
might be other information and those sorts of things. The police explain to the person the effect and meaning of the
warning. Obviously, that is quite appropriate, given that we want them to stop consorting. If what the warning means
is not explained to them, the chances of them continuing to engage in the behaviour we want them to stop engaging
in is much more likely, I suppose in one sense, to get a conviction at the other end. However, we do not want
convictions, we want them to stop behaving the way they have been behaving, which is not good.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Currently a form is completed by the WA Police Force, which is shown to the offender but
a copy is not provided to the offender. That is the level of record keeping of the warning that is provided pursuant
to section 557K. How many of those forms have been completed by the WA police?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: My advice is that approximately 800 of those forms have been completed.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I understand that approximately 800 warnings have been issued to approximately 800 offenders
and that the record keeping is these forms that are kept by WA police and shown to the offender but not necessarily
provided to them. What is the lowest rank of police officer who has issued one of these warnings under section 557K?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I do not have that level of detail available to me.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Under the new scheme, it is the case, as the parliamentary secretary confirmed at the very
least in his second reading reply, that a police officer must be, I think the phrase the parliamentary secretary used
was “only senior police officers”. The parliamentary secretary used that as a generic term. That is not a criticism
on my part. But to be more precise, when the parliamentary secretary says “senior”, in this context we are referring
to someone with the rank of commander or higher. Under clause 3, they are the authorised officers who will be able
to issue one of these notices. The parliamentary secretary said that although by law any police officer can issue
a section 557K warning, in practice, that is not how it works. In other words, I take it that whoever the police officer
is, of any rank, who decides or is directed or is asked to issue one of these warnings to a particular offender, has to go
through an internal approval process. Can the parliamentary secretary step us through what that approval process is?
How many police officers are involved in a matter that ultimately delivers a warning to a person? I am particularly
keen to know the highest ranked level of police officer who is involved in the process at the moment. For example, have
any of these 800 warnings been issued without the involvement of a police officer at the level of commander or higher?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The member asked quite a lot, so it might take us a little while to answer it.
Hon Nick Goiran: No problem.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The first thing that Hon Goiran asked about was the internal approval process.
The sex crime division is made up of unsworn officers—sorry; that is not correct. The sex offender registry is
made up of unsworn officers, who develop the material to support a warning. It then goes for investigation by the sex
offender management squad, or SOMS. Two officers will work on the ground to issue the warning. In practice, these
warnings are issued only by officers in SOMS, or, in the regions, specialist officers working with SOMS. I do not
think we have an answer for the member yet about the highest level of police officer involved, but we will get that;
I will be working on that for the member as we continue.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: While the parliamentary secretary is doing his hard work and his advisers continue to
undertake this task, just as an interim question, SOMS is the sex offender—is it management service?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Management squad.
I am conscious of the time, obviously, member. We are just trying to work out who is who in the zoo, if I can use
that particular term—I am sure police officers will not appreciate me calling them that! Just for the sake of it, typically
an inspector is involved. We might be able to give the member a more precise answer after the adjournment.
Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm
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Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Members might recall that before the adjournment, we were talking about an
issue raised by Hon Nick Goiran regarding the processes that exist for the issuing of the 800 or so notices to child
sex offenders. Some of the member’s questions related to the highest level of officer involved and those sorts of
things. We cannot give him a definitive answer on that. The scheme started in 2004, so those notices have been issued
over the period of the scheme. In terms of being able to trace the highest level of officer involved, the documentation
that exists would not even indicate what level of officer was involved. The individual officer would be on the form,
but each of those 800 notices would have to be reviewed. That would not mean that other more senior officers
were not involved in the process at each of those particular points, so I am not able to give the member any more
specific answer than I gave immediately before the break. Typically, the highest level of rank that is involved in
these matters would be the inspector level.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is quite helpful. Is an inspector more senior or more junior to a commander?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: An inspector is more junior. I can run through the ranks for the member if that
would be of assistance. The police rank starts with the most senior level, which is the commissioner himself; then
the deputy commissioner; assistant commissioner; commander; superintendent; inspector; senior sergeant; sergeant;
senior constable; first constable; constable; and cadet.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I thank the parliamentary secretary. I think this is extremely helpful information for people
to be able to properly understand the difference between the existing consorting warning process and what will be
the new consorting notice process. The parliamentary secretary indicated prior to the luncheon adjournment that in
practice, these consorting warnings are issued by the sex offender management squad, or a person within the sex offender
management squad, and I suppose the caveat that was provided was perhaps with respect to some of the regional
areas. What is the make-up of the sex offender management squad at the moment? I think that the parliamentary
secretary indicated that that squad will continue to have a role moving forward with the issuing of notices.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Can the member just give some clarity about what he is asking in terms of
make-up?
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes. Presumably, there will be a number of officers involved in the squad, because at least
a police officer is required to be able to issue one of these warnings. If the sex offender management squad is
routinely issuing these warnings, evidently, it must consist of at least one or more police officers, in comparison
with the sex offender registry, which the parliamentary secretary indicated earlier consists of unsworn officers who
prepare the information that is ultimately provided to the squad. What is the make-up of the squad? Is it only police
officers, or are other individuals involved who are not police officers? How many people are involved? I think the
parliamentary secretary indicated in his earlier reply that another five police officers might be commissioned into
this role or a similar division. If he could provide some sort of indication of the composition of the squad, that
would be useful.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The sex offender management squad is made up of sworn police officers, with
administrative support, compared with the sex offender registry, which we mentioned earlier, which is made up of
unsworn officers. If it helps the member, I can give a brief rundown of the structure within the Western Australia
Police Force that applies to this area. There is an assistant commissioner for state crime. Under that position is the
sex crime division and within the sex crime division is the child abuse squad, the child assessment and interview
team, the joint anti–child exploitation team, the sex assault squad, and, of more interest to us in terms of convicted
sex offenders, the sex offender management squad and the sex offender registry.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: One of the units under the sex crime division is the sex offender management squad. The
parliamentary secretary indicated that the sex crime division reports to someone—was it an assistant commissioner?
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Yes, it is the assistant commissioner for state crime.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is it intended that the unlawful consorting notices, which will be issued by authorised
officers in due course, will still be managed by the sex offender management squad?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: My advice is yes.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: A little earlier, the parliamentary secretary indicated that an inspector is involved in the
sex offender management squad. Is a commander involved in the sex offender management squad?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: When I gave the honourable member that breakdown, I omitted to say that
under the assistant commissioner is a commander for crime operations. That was my error; my apologies. I will run
through that list again for the sake of clarity. There is the assistant commissioner for state crime, then a commander
for crime operations, then the sex crime division and then those other units I mentioned previously—the child abuse
squad, child assessment and interview team, joint anti–child exploitation team, sex assault squad, sex offender
management squad and sex offender registry. My apologies, member, for not including that information.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: To be clear, we have an assistant commissioner for state crime in Western Australia.
Underneath that assistant commissioner is at least one commander; perhaps there are more, but that is not relevant
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for our purposes at the moment. That commander may have one or more responsibilities, one of which is for the sex
crime division, and within that division is the sex offender management squad. I think the parliamentary secretary
indicated that the squad consists of some sworn officers and administration support. What is the highest ranking
officer within the squad?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: It is a senior sergeant.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I find this very fascinating, parliamentary secretary, when I consider some of the remarks
made by the Attorney General in the other place. Now, we have done a little bit of work. I really have to thank the
Leader of the House for allowing us to have this time. Members might recall that I asked that this matter be considered
by the Standing Committee on Legislation over the summer recess, but the government said a firm no to all that—
in no circumstances would that happen.
We will get to the issue with clause 2 and the rather amusing response provided by the government that this is just
a drafting issue. Do not worry that the legislation says that the laws will be proclaimed in due course; the government
is fit and ready for it to commence straightaway. I find it quite interesting that despite all the rhetoric in the other
place, we now find out that the highest ranking police officer in the squad in WA police that in practice will issue
these warnings is a senior sergeant. No doubt a senior sergeant is a very experienced police officer and a person
of great integrity, as are the vast majority of WA police officers, who I thank for their ongoing work and service
for the people of Western Australia. But a senior sergeant is the highest ranking person in a squad, and it is a squad
that routinely issues these warnings. That is the current system that enables, as a matter of law, one of the more than
7 000 police officers in Western Australia to issue a warning under Section 557K, which, interestingly, is a section
of the Criminal Code that the Attorney General wrongly told the Assembly the government was not repealing, despite
the fact that it will be repealed three years after proclamation. That is exactly what this bill will do. However, without
any caveat whatsoever, the Attorney General said that section 557K is not being repealed. Evidently, it is. In any
event, a senior sergeant is the highest ranking person who is involved in issuing these warnings. But moving forward,
of course, we know, when we read—something that I have encouraged the Attorney General to do a few times;
I know that he would have done it in the past, but for whatever reason that has not happened with the Criminal Law
(Unlawful Consorting and Prohibited Insignia) Bill. If he took a moment to look at clause 9, he would see that the
government is asking us to agree that the new authority —
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Sorry, member, I am somewhat distracted by a cicada, if you can hear it.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes; I did notice it, actually—not this afternoon, but earlier in the week, as I was walking
through the corridor to the other place there was a similar sound.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: It means summer is here.
The DEPUTY CHAIR: I am sure Hansard has taken due note that there is an interjection from a cicada.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Thank you, deputy chair. Many members are looking forward to the summer recess, including
the Attorney General, I suspect, during which he will have the opportunity of a bit of extra time to read the bill
that is currently before the chamber. Clause 9 refers to an authorised officer and if the Attorney General pauses and
turns back a few pages, he will see that on page 2 it states —
authorised officer means a police officer who is, or is acting as, a Commander or an officer of a rank
more senior than a Commander;
We are now being told that inspectors get involved from time to time, but that in actual fact the squad that issues
these notices at the moment has a senior sergeant in charge who, despite their extensive experience, professionalism
and integrity, are a far lower rank, a more junior rank, than what the Attorney General wants us to agree to here with
respect to an authorised officer who is a commander or more. The government has told us that the process will be
better and is offended when the opposition suggests that not only will the process be different, but also a different
standard, or a different bar, will be applied to these warnings. The warnings take two different forms. At the moment,
as the parliamentary secretary kindly informed us earlier this afternoon, the warnings are provided in an oral fashion
to the offender. There is a written document—a form—that is completed, which is shown to the person but which
is not provided to them. Moving forward, there will actually be a notice, and we will unpack that a little more when
we get to clause 9. But as part of the whole process, at the moment, we will need to knock on the door of the
commander, one of the highest ranking officers in the 7 000–plus strong Western Australia Police Force, and until
such time as somebody can open his or her door, there will be no chance of one of these notices being issued. We
can perhaps now better understand why it will indeed take WA police some three years to properly assess all these
processes. The poor old commander is going to be busy signing off on notices, which at the moment are issued by
a squad in which a senior sergeant and other officers are involved. It is very interesting indeed.
What is the situation with declared drug traffickers? At the moment, how are declared drug traffickers captured by
our unlawful consorting laws and schemes? Is it the same as with a child sex offender in which a warning is provided,
a form is completed by the police officer, and the form is shown to the offender, not provided to them? Does the
same process apply for declared drug traffickers, or is a different approach taken?
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Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: No notices are being issued to drug traffickers. I think I acknowledged in my
reply to the second reading debate that the system with regard to drug traffickers has been completely ineffective;
I may even have used the word “failed”, so it is not the same process.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The parliamentary secretary helpfully outlined the process for child sex offenders—the
form and so on. Is there a policy or procedure in the police manual that sets out that process?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: There is nothing in the police manual that deals with that.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: How do we know that the system involves the sex offender management squad and consists
of sworn officers and administrative support? How do we know that there is a form that needs to be completed by
police officers? How do they know that they need to do that, and how do they know that they need to show the form
to the person, but not actually provide it to them? Which document guides that process?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I am advised that there are internal manuals within the sex crime division that
deal with that. Obviously, the advice we are receiving is informed by that and the practical experience of those
who have been involved with it.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I thank the parliamentary secretary. When I referred earlier to whether there is a policy or
procedure in existence and the parliamentary secretary indicated that there was not, I must confess I would have
expected to capture in that any internal manuals, but I appreciate —
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: I think I said “police manual”. I was quite specific in my answer. I said there was nothing
in the police manual, but I acknowledge that your first question was broader than whether it was in the police manual.
I have now clarified for you that there are internal policies.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: There is an internal manual that sets out the process for how these 557K warnings are issued?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The police manual sets out what I would describe as the policy, procedure—I appreciate
that police may have a different phrase for it—process and guidelines for police officers before they go and exercise
the power that Parliament has given them, all 7 000-plus police officers in Western Australia, to issue one of these
557K warnings. They are instructed and directed by and obtain guidance from this police manual. Does the police
manual provide a similar set of guidelines and directions on declared drug traffickers?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I am advised no, member.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Just help me understand that then, because the parliamentary secretary indicated that part of the
contention by the government is that the scheme has failed regarding declared drug traffickers, but it seems that no-one
has bothered to try to use the declared drug trafficker provision. No notices have been issued and nobody has stopped
to update the internal police manual with a process to guide police officers in that respect. Is any information available
to the chamber to further corroborate why the government says that the declared drug trafficker provisions have failed,
notwithstanding that they have never been used and no-one has actually transcribed anything into the police manual?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: To get to the point about why it has failed as a scheme in that regard—the
honourable member is saying there has not been any issuing of notices—the best advice I have from police is that
it has been difficult to establish the proof that drug traffickers know each other. Drug traffickers are obviously a lot
more sophisticated than child sex offenders in terms of the scope and nature of what they do. Obviously, there is
a spectrum of the level of sophistication of all people committing crimes. I think that they do not seek each other
out in the same way that sex offenders seek each other out. I think that is really why it has not been an effective
mechanism. The other issue is that habitual consorting element has to be shown. The member can imagine the kind
of people we are thinking about when it comes to drug traffickers. These are not people growing a bit of pot in the
backyard; these are sophisticated organised crime units. The anti-consorting provisions have not been seen to be
practical in that way. As I said, I am not sure I can explain more fully why they have failed. I do not think anyone
wants them to fail, but the new scheme introduces lower thresholds and there will probably be a range of other policy
considerations taken into account when catching, dealing with and managing drug traffickers.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I think this is a point of contention between the parliamentary secretary and me because
he indicates on behalf of the government and his instructor, the Attorney General, that the new scheme will introduce
a lower threshold. I think the parliamentary secretary and the government mean by that that there might be a lower
threshold for a prosecution. If we just park that to one side, we can test it in due course when we get to those provisions
in the bill. Before we get to the stage of a prosecution, at the moment there has to be a warning; under the new scheme
that there will be a notice. The point of contention of the opposition is that the threshold will be higher, the bar
will be higher, in order to issue the notice as compared with the warning. The first step in the process at the moment
under the law, as the parliamentary secretary has helpfully indicated to us, is that a warning is issued. The warning
is not just issued in a haphazard fashion; it is guided by the internal police manual. That is the first step: a warning
has to be issued and the police commissioner, quite rightly, wants to make sure that his police officers, the more
than 7 000-strong police force, know in what circumstances they should be issuing a warning, rather than just issuing
a warning to this person and the other. The threshold at the moment is about that warning—stage 1.
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But moving forward, the first stage will be the issuing of an unlawful consorting notice, and that will require a higher
bar. As an additional demonstration of this point, the government has said it does not want any old police officer
issuing these notices, which will be the replacement of the warnings; it wants a commander or somebody more
senior to be involved. The parliamentary secretary indicated that one of the issues with declared drug traffickers
is being able to prove that they know each other and are habitually consorting. That is also one of the issues the
government has with the provision at section 557K of the Criminal Code. As I compare and contrast section 557J
with section 557K, I see that they are extremely similar, particularly in terms of the main operative provisions.
In order for a declared drug trafficker to be prosecuted under section 557J, does there first need to be a warning
issued by a police officer, just in the same way that a warning needs to be issued for a child sex offender under
section 557K?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes, member.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The issuing of the warning has a couple of elements to it under section 557J, and subsection (2)
sets this out. These are all provisions that the government wants us to strike out. We know this, again, because the
copy of the blue bill tells us that this will be deleted by virtue of clause 66 of the bill. Clause 66 of the blue bill
that is before us will delete section 557J of the Criminal Code. Very interestingly, clause 66 is not subject to the same
time limitation as clause 67, as the parliamentary secretary has helpfully indicated to us. Clause 67 of this bill will
not come into force until three years have passed after the day that the rest of the bill has been proclaimed. It is
not intended to be proclaimed in parts. The parliamentary secretary has already informed the house that it will
be proclaimed on one day. The operative provisions will be proclaimed on one day. Part 1 will commence on the
day the act receives assent. The rest of the bill, except for clause 67, will commence on one day determined by the
government. The government is ready to go on that. According to the government, it can be proclaimed immediately
after this bill passes, but not clause 67. That clause, which, interestingly, repeals section 557K(4), notwithstanding
what the Attorney General wrongly told the other place, will happen and be repealed three years after the day when
the government decides this whole bill will commence. This does not apply to section 557J. That will commence
straightaway. The striking out in the blue bill commences immediately.
When I compare and contrast that, the legislation provides, firstly, that the warning by the police officer has to include
that another person is also a declared drug trafficker and, secondly, that consorting with that other person may lead
to the person being charged with an offence under this section. The parliamentary secretary indicated that the
police provided some information to him and the government. The police say it is harder to prove that the two drug
traffickers knew each other. Is that an indication that the government only issues consorting notices to child sex
offenders if the WA Police, as a starting point, has some preliminary information indicating that one child sex
offender knows another?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes, member.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In other words, the parliamentary secretary is saying that the approximately 800 notices that
have been issued under section 557K have only been issued because WA Police has some preliminary information
that indicates that one child sex offender knows another. That triggers a concern by police and they then embark upon
the procedure set out in the police manual, ultimately resulting in one of these warnings by somebody in the sex
offender management squad. In comparison, if we look at the declared drug traffickers, WA Police is saying that
it is harder for it to prove that they know each other. Does WA Police have any information that indicates that any
drug trafficker in Western Australia knows another drug trafficker?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I do not think we are saying that they do not know that drug traffickers might
know each other in some form. Of course, I talked about proof, about establishing that they are engaging in that
activity. If drug traffickers have been convicted of a drug offence, they have probably met other drug traffickers
while serving time in prison. We are not saying that they are so remote from each other that they never cross paths,
but in terms of elevating that to the level of being justified to issue a warning, they have not had grounds for doing
that in this area. The government has acknowledged that it has failed with respect to drug traffickers. We are not
trying to defend the system as it currently exists for drug traffickers in any way, shape or form. The government’s
position is that we need to move to this new system because it will have in that system drug traffickers who are
associated with other people convicted of indictable offences rather than drug trafficking offences, and a consorting
notice can then be issued. Those consorting notices might include any range of other offences, such as people who
engage in serious crimes other than drug trafficking, child sex offences, and bikies—somebody who has engaged in
serious assault and planned serious assaults and those sorts of things.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: To be clear, the opposition is not saying that the new scheme does not have any redeeming
features about it at all. That is absolutely not our position. However, with regard to the declared drug trafficker
provision, before we as the Legislative Council start striking out provisions, whole sections of the Criminal Code,
at the request of the government, I am just testing to make sure that someone has actually tried to apply it. It is easy
to come along and say that the whole system has failed, but if we have never used it, it is difficult to have the evidence
to suggest that it has failed. Does the parliamentary secretary have this information available, within approximate
terms—a bit like we had with the child sex offenders: how many declared drug traffickers are in Western Australia?
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Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The advisers here do not have that information at hand. If it is important to
the member, we can seek to obtain it at a later time and provide it to him either behind the chair or when we come
back to this bill. I would like to think that we will finish it today, but I do not think that is very likely, so it may be
the next time we deal with it, next week.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes, that information would be helpful. We know that WA police would like three years
to assess the child sex offenders to see who will be transitioned, if you like, from the section 557K scheme at the
moment into the new scheme that will be applied moving forward. One of the redeeming features of this bill is that
it will no longer be limited to just child sex offenders and declared drug traffickers, albeit that the declared drug
trafficking provisions have never been used. As the government has said, and we agree with it, it is good that this will
be broadened to a greater category of offenders. As the parliamentary secretary indicated a moment ago, that will
include the ability to crossmatch offenders. Correct me if I am wrong: at the moment we are saying that a child sex
offender cannot consort with another child sex offender and, technically, under law, one declared drug trafficker cannot
consort with another when there has been a warning and the necessary circumstances have been set out in the act.
But moving forward, WA police will be able to say to one child sex offender that they are not to consort with
a declared drug trafficker, and vice versa, and we might be able to bring in some outlaw motorcycle gang members
and so on.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: I think your characterisation is a fair one.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes, and I think that is a good redeeming feature of this legislation, which has our support.
I know that the shadow Minister for Police has indicated that these types of elements absolutely have our support.
The government has been quite right in emphasising that WA police have been asking for these things. There is
no dispute by the opposition about that whatsoever, but we want to make sure that these things are going to work.
The last time we raised this, a year ago, we asked whether one year would be long enough. Now here we are sometime
later and, funnily enough, the government has said that on Western Australia Police Force advice, it will need
three years with regards to child sex offenders. I want to be sure that this crossmatching and so forth will work.
At the moment, those at the table—this is not necessarily a criticism of anybody here—and the Legislative Council
do not know how many declared drug traffickers there are. How do we know what type of workload we will expect
of the police? We know that we are giving them a workload for the 800 child sex offenders. The parliamentary
secretary indicated earlier that the approximate uptake, if you like, is, sadly, 100 per year, but we do not have that
kind of information with regard to declared drug traffickers. The parliamentary secretary has kindly agreed to take
that on notice and we will see what the number of declared drug traffickers is in due course. I would have thought
that someone in WA police would have that information.
Perhaps to clarify this point, at the moment the notices under section 557K with regard to child sex offenders
are all managed under the sex offender management squad, which falls under the sex crime division, which has
a commander and assistant commissioner for state crime. The parliamentary secretary indicated that no notices have
been issued under section 557J. How are they managed by WA police? Is there a unit that concerns itself with the
activities of declared drug traffickers?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I do not think that we can equate declared drug traffickers in the same way
that we can equate child sex offenders because child sex offenders are covered by a range of very specific pieces
of legislation. Declared drug traffickers are declared drug traffickers by a court and that informs how the police
deal with them under a number of different laws. My understanding is that might cover a range of different areas of
the police and their operations, so I cannot say that there is a single unit that manages declared drug traffickers in
the same way that that there is one for child sex offenders. Declared drug traffickers present a different kind of risk
to the community than do child sex offenders. We obviously monitor child sex offenders very, very closely. Declared
drug traffickers are dealt with because of the nature of their offending in different investigative and policing matters.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Perhaps therein lies the problem—that is, there is not a dedicated unit. Although we have
been able to have the benefit of the experience of WA police under section 557K to deal with child sex offenders
because of the work undertaken by the officers in the sex offender management squad, we apparently do not have
that same squad that deals with declared drug traffickers. Is there some form of drug squad in WA police?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: There is; it is called the drug and firearms squad.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is the drug and firearms squad always notified when a drug trafficker is declared by the courts?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: No, member.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: We are replacing the existing anti-consorting scheme with a new scheme. Part of the
government’s contention is that the scheme for declared drug traffickers has wholly failed, so it wants a new scheme.
How does the government propose to do that if it does not know who the declared drug traffickers are?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I might have lost track of the member’s question in an attempt to get across
the broader issue about drug traffickers. Can the member bring my attention back to what he specifically wanted,
by interjection if he likes?
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Hon Nick Goiran: If we do not know who the declared drug traffickers are, how are we going to be able to capture
them in the new scheme moving forward?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I think we do know who they are. We were referring to the drug and firearms
squad. The member asked whether there was a particular thing. It is a particular thing, but, of course, drug traffickers
are dealt with by major crime and this particular crime squad. It depends on the level of offending and how serious
it is. The WA Police Force does know who they are; it has those records. The member’s question was whether
police are notified. As I say, I think it will depend largely on those particular things.
In terms of the focus of the current legislation, we are capturing drug traffickers as the current section 557J does.
We make specific provision in clause 6(b) for “relevant offender” meaning —
a person who is declared to be a drug trafficker under the Misuse of Drugs Act …
That is because drug traffickers can include people who are convicted of simple offences, so we have included
a specific provision. Of course, most overwhelmingly, drug trafficking–related offending happens in relation to
indictable offenders, so they are caught under that scheme in any event. Outlaw motorcycle gangs, drug traffickers
and others who engage in those sorts of things do not live in silos. As we know, the police force has 7 200 sworn
officers; it is a large organisation. I suspect, like all organisations, we would want it to have as much focus on
particular areas as possible, but the police work across the entire organisation on these kinds of matters. Because
we are casting the net broadly, with the indictable offence provision being more specific to the declared drug trafficker
provisions under the Misuse of Drugs Act, by virtue of capturing those who are convicted of only simple offences,
we are trying to make this a more useable system. I get the point the member made about not removing a wall
without understanding why it is there in the first place. We are trying to achieve a more direct and effective system
that is broader than drug traffickers and child sex offenders. It includes outlaw motorcycle gangs and those who
engage in other organised criminal activities. We are trying to achieve that end.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Does the sex offender management squad have a list of all child sex offenders?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I will talk about reportable child sex offenders under the Community Protection
(Offender Reporting) Act because they are the ones who end up on the sex offender register. The sex offender
management squad has access to the sex offender register, which is where the reportable child sex offenders are
listed. Obviously there would be an issue if a child sex offender from overseas was not in the system. That would
depend on the information that became available to the police and those sorts of things. I do not want to give the
member an absolute answer that does not contemplate people who have slipped into our jurisdiction and who may
not be on our register. There are obviously other registers around Australia, and child sex offenders are known
to move across jurisdictions. Generally, the police will have access to those registers because of the sharing
arrangements between jurisdictions. As much as we can, we make sure that that information is available to the police.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Section 557K(1) of the Criminal Code sets out a number of definitions, one of which is
“child sex offender”. Is every child sex offender defined under section 557K listed on the sex offender register?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: No, member, not every offence listed in section 557K is on the sex offender
register; however, they can be put on the register by virtue of a court order, if that comes to the attention of the authorities.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am trying to grapple with how WA police determines at the moment that it is going to issue
one of these consorting warnings. The parliamentary secretary indicated earlier that the sex offender register—
registry, I should say—
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: There is also a register.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is right. The sex offender registry, which consists of some unsworn officers, prepares
information that is then sent to the sex offender management squad, which ultimately, in accordance with the police
internal manuals, manifests itself in a warning being provided to a child sex offender. A child sex offender, of
course, has to be a person who complies with the definition in section 557K(1). It is not apparent at the moment that
WA police has a convenient list of individuals who meet the definition of child sex offender. If that is the case, as it
appears to be from what we are being told at the moment, is that intended to change under the new scheme that we will
have moving forward? It seems to me that WA police will need to have this information. If WA police wants to be able
to issue these consorting notices, it will need to have a list of who it is permitted to issue a notice to in the first place.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I am advised by the police that they know all the people who are covered by
the offences that are listed in schedule 1 of the bill, which essentially is a replication of section 557K(1). Police advise
that they have a list, for want of a better word, or a register of people who do not fall under the sex offender register
itself. They know of people who might technically sit outside that. There are some issues with people who committed
offences before the sex offender register came into force, so they have those people. They absolutely know who
are the 800 people currently subject to consorting notices. I will repeat for the third time that the police say that
they know who these people are. In saying that, there is always a degree of fallibility. Someone might have slipped
into our jurisdiction who should not be here—they will have committed some sort of fraud to do that—but the
police are confident about the veracity of the information that they have.
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: It is taken for granted that the list will evolve over time, because new people will be added
to the list and others will die and so forth. It is understood that it is an evolving list. However, it sounds like there
are two lists in Western Australia at the moment. There is the sex offender register and, separate from that, some
other list that captures all the offences set out in schedule 1 of the bill. Who manages that list? Is there a division,
squad or group that manages that second list? For the purposes of our debate today, I will call it the schedule 1 list.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The sex offender register manages all the sex offender data. That would obviously
include the sex offender registry as it arises under the Community Protection (Offender Reporting) Act, as well as all
the additional data described by Hon Nick Goiran as the schedule 1 stuff. Of course, that falls within the sex crime
division. The sex offender registry manages the list—lists; we probably want to use that term. We have to be careful
about elevating these into discrete things. It is data that is managed by them.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I understand that. The point is that if a police officer had a concern and wanted to explore the
possibility of issuing a section 557K warning, the place they would go to find out whether they could comply with
the law with respect to these individuals is the sex offender registry, which will have this data and this information.
My question is: who keeps this same type of data on declared drug traffickers?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I thank the member for his patience. There is no registry of declared drug
traffickers in the same way that we have a register of child sex offenders. Obviously, specific legislation provides
for the keeping and management of that record, who has access to it and all those sorts of things. But drug trafficker
information is kept on the police incident management system under an individual’s name and is discoverable
if required. I am advised that a list of all the declared drug traffickers could be extracted from the police incident
management system.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: If police were to interrogate their incident management system through the relevant search,
would they be able to inform us how many drug traffickers there are in Western Australia?
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Yes.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: If WA police could be so kind as to undertake that search—I do not know how long it
would take to do —
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: I think that was the thing I took on notice previously.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I think it would be very helpful for us to know how many people are going to be captured
under this new scheme moving forward. As we can see in clause 6, a relevant offender is not limited to a person who
is declared to be a drug trafficker under section 32A(1)(c) of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981 or a person against whom
a conviction has been recorded for a child sex offence. Those matters are already captured by our existing scheme,
regardless of whether we think they have been working well or have even been attempted. A relevant offender will
include a range of other individuals who commit indictable offences, including an indictable offence under a law
of the commonwealth that, if committed in this state, would constitute a child sex offence; and an offence under
a law of another state, a territory or another country that, if committed in this state, would constitute an indictable
offence or child sex offence. With the modelling and consideration that has been done for this bill, do the WA police
or the Department of Justice have an indicative number of relevant offenders in Western Australia who will be
captured by these provisions?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: No, member, there is not an indication of all the people who might be captured
by this system. I think the point here is that the policy intent is to have a targeted approach to the kind of people
that we want to issue notices to. Of course, it will not be every person who has ever been convicted of an indictable
offence, because in those circumstances, there are probably many, many thousands of people—possibly tens of
thousands—over time. If we go back to the oldest person in the state and the next 18-year-old off the production line,
a very large group of people could fall within that. Also, in relation to commonwealth matters, we cannot possibly
know how many people would fall into that area. The kind of people we are targeting with this legislation are those
who come to the attention of police through the course of the activities that they are actually engaging in now.
They are the people we are most interested in. But, no, I cannot give the member a precise figure, or even a general
figure in that regard.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Under the new scheme, will it be necessary for the police to have some preliminary
information indicating that a relevant offender knows another relevant offender?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes, member. Under clause 9, “Issue of unlawful consorting notice”, there
are a number of factors that have to be taken into account. Clause 9(1)(b) states —
the person is a relevant offender who —
(i) has consorted, or is consorting, with another relevant offender; or
(ii) the officer suspects on reasonable grounds is likely to consort with another relevant offender;
The short answer is yes.
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: What that tells me is that these laws will not be used against declared drug traffickers, because
earlier the parliamentary secretary indicated that one of the problems WA police have is that it is very hard for them
to prove that these drug traffickers know one another. That is under the existing scheme; that is not going to change
under the new scheme. They still need to have some information that they know —
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Member, you are saying that drug traffickers have to know each other. Remember that
the drug trafficker would only have to be consorting with another person who is a relevant offender.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I have no problem with that. The parliamentary secretary raises a very good point. I indicated
earlier that the opposition supports the expansion of the scheme, and I think that is one of the redeeming features
of it. But to clarify my earlier comment, for consorting between two declared drug traffickers, that is not happening
at the moment. WA police are not enforcing the unlawful consorting of declared drug traffickers at the moment, and
the reason they give is that it is very hard to prove that they know each other. That is still going to be the case moving
forward. I guess my concern is that as much as we are tearing down the existing drug trafficker provision, which
has largely been untested, that element of it that is being transposed over to the new scheme—that is, two declared
drug traffickers being able to consort with one another—really will not change anything other than the fact that not
any old police officer in Western Australia will be able to issue the warning; they will have to go through this process
going all the way to the commander. It seems to me that that is just not going to happen. We do not even have
a convenient list. We are going to have to interrogate the police incident management system.
I make these comments not to suggest that the bill and these provisions relating to declared drug traffickers ought
not be supported; my concern is how this is going to work in practice. It seems it is not working at the moment,
and these provisions that relate to declared drug traffickers are not going to work moving forward, albeit I accept
the point the parliamentary secretary is making that at least we would be able to say that a drug trafficker knew a child
sex offender or a bikie or somebody else who has been convicted of an indictable offence. It is probably not so
much a question at this point; it is more an observation that I have a concern that the declared drug trafficker provision
has not been used to date. It does not appear that it has been tested. It is not immediately apparent to me why a police
officer could not have issued any warnings—not one warning at all—in Western Australia. I thought that there would
be at least one case, if not more, of accomplices to drug traffickers, who were working together and convicted at
or around the same time, that police would know about. Police certainly would not want those two individuals to
be consorting with one another, so why would they not immediately issue them a warning? The fact of whether they
would ultimately be prosecuted under the soon-to-be-repealed section 557J is another matter altogether, but, at the
very least, issuing them a warning would have been a useful test of the scheme, and that simply has not happened.
I have a number of other questions about clause 1, but I believe the shadow Minister for Police might have a few
questions.
Hon PETER COLLIER: I am about to bring down the government, so be prepared. Pardon?
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Why would you? You don’t need us!
Hon PETER COLLIER: I have a few questions and will not take up too much time, but I want a bit of clarification
on a few things, particularly on the insignia component of the bill. As I have said, I am primarily concerned with
that area. I have been dealing with the Western Australia Police Force and I know that it is very supportive of this
aspect of the bill.
First of all, is the gang crime squad responsible for oversight of, keeping an eye on, outlaw motorcycle gangs?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes, member, it is the gang crime squad.
Hon PETER COLLIER: I appreciate the sensitivities about staffing, but what is the number of staff in the gang
crime squad and what —
Hon Matthew Swinbourn interjected.
Hon PETER COLLIER: It is the number of officers.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Can I just say by way of interjection that we will not be disclosing the number for
operational reasons. We can talk about other bits and pieces.
Hon PETER COLLIER: To clarify, I have asked very, very similar questions in Parliament in the past and the
WA Police Force has been forthcoming. Is that a definite no on the crime squad?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I am told yes, and that has come from police. It is not a government decision
not to disclose that information. I have been told that we will not provide information on the numbers of operational
and sworn officers in that particular area. I am not trying to be difficult, member.
Hon PETER COLLIER: I appreciate the sensitivities, and I am always respectful of that with police. I have asked
similar questions in estimates hearings, and sometimes a response is given and sometimes it is not in terms of the
sensitivities. With this one, I would not have thought it was sensitive; I thought it would be a badge of honour, to
be honest, for police to have a certain number of officers committed to overseeing the OMCGs.
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We do know that the Methamphetamine Action Plan Taskforce has 100 officers because that information is publicly
available. I noticed in comments to Hon Nick Goiran earlier, the parliamentary secretary listed the hierarchy of
responsibilities of the departments et cetera within WAPOL. I appreciate that the meth task force transcends all
areas; it is multifaceted et cetera. Where does the meth task force fit in terms of the gang crime squad?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I am advised by police that it is the serious and organised crime division.
Hon Peter Collier: They both are, are they?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes, the gang crime squad and the meth task force fall within that; that is the
advice I have been given.
Hon PETER COLLIER: Thank you, acting chair.
The DEPUTY CHAIR: Deputy chair.
Hon PETER COLLIER: Deputy chair, I apologise. I have been falling asleep; I should not say that! Can I just
say that I am pleased to hear that; that is what I wanted to hear—that they were within the same division.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: I am happy to please.
Hon PETER COLLIER: That is good.
In 2021, 28 kilograms of methylamphetamine was seized from OMCGs. How does that seizure from OMCGs
compare with previous years?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I do not have a year-on-year comparison. I suspect the member got the 28-kilogram
figure from the report; it refers to that in there. I do not have at hand how that amount compares with previous
years. The member will have to appreciate that there has been a change in the policing and drugs scene because of
the COVID-19 pandemic and the controlled borders. I think the general narrative is that that has helped policing
because, obviously, the police have more control over who is coming in and out of the state. Even if we did have the
figures, they may not necessarily be a good indication of a trend or anything else like that because of the changes
in the overall Western Australian environment.
Hon PETER COLLIER: So that is the reason we have the closed borders!
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: I didn’t say that.
Hon PETER COLLIER: I am conscious of that. I thought the parliamentary secretary might have had information
on the amount that has been seized from gangs. That is fine; it is not a circuit-breaker. But the point is, without
a shadow of a doubt, the closed borders and COVID-19 have resulted in a direct correlation with a reduction in
seizures of methamphetamine.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn interjected.
Hon PETER COLLIER: That is okay; if you can chew and walk at the same time.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: No, sometimes I can’t.
Hon PETER COLLIER: That is all right. No doubt those things have had an impact on the seizure of drugs from
gangs. I asked that because I wanted to ascertain exactly what the decline had been.
With regard to gangs on runs from interstate—I want clarification more than anything; the parliamentary secretary
can respond via interjection if he likes—I assume that the insignia part of the bill will also be relevant to them?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: If they are listed in schedule 2 as one of the gangs, then yes, it will apply to them.
Hon PETER COLLIER: Thanks. I am just looking at access routes, for obvious reasons. We have seen a significant
decline across the state in methamphetamine seizures. It will be interesting to see what happens when the borders
open and these guys get back to their evil deeds. Having said that, I am pleased that the gang crime squad and
the methamphetamine task force are in the same unit, which is good. Moving on to another area, with regard to the
number of verified OMCG members, according to the report there are currently 431. How do we know that there
are exactly 431 verified OMCG members? That is conservative—the exact number of 431, but the report states that
there are up to about 700 of these other colourful characters.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: It is police intelligence. As the member knows, they watch these people very
closely. They know who they are, and these are the people who they have identified. I probably cannot go into any
more detail than that it is based on police intelligence as to how they know who these particular people are—for
obvious reasons, in terms of how they find out.
Hon PETER COLLIER: That is what I thought. I would be staggered if they had to fill out a membership form
to become a member et cetera. That is why I thought it was rather remarkable to have in this report the very specific
number of 431 members. The parliamentary secretary is quite correct. It is quite subjective, really. It probably would
have been more accurate to say anything from 400 to 700, I would have thought.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: I think that’s —
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Hon PETER COLLIER: That is going to bring me to my next point?
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Yes.
Hon PETER COLLIER: That is exactly why I raised this point. With regard to insignia and identification, the
parliamentary secretary mentioned in his reply to the second reading debate that it was not just the insignia, but
that there were other means by which group members can determine who is in a particular group. What are those
other means?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Does the member mean how police know through other means or does he
mean how they each know who is within the —
Hon Peter Collier: Both.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Regarding how individual bikie members might be able to identify each other
as being a member of an outlaw motorcycle gang, we know that they rely on patching. Obviously, they know the
people who are a part of their own organisation, but if a Bandido member comes across a Club Deroes member who
they have never met before, they will know each other by the patches that they wear or things that they have on their
face. That is one of the reasons that we want to remove them, so that two people walking past each other on the
street are not going to punch each other because a gang is having a dispute with another gang.
Obviously, there is then the implication that if we ban insignia—that is, the patches and the things that commonly
identify bikies as bikies—how would the police then know who the bikies are? Police reassure us that they know
who the bikies are, and that they rely on police intelligence. Police intelligence is built up and gathered by the policing
work and investigating that they do. They do it through covert strategies and national databases are put together
by the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission. We do not want to disclose too much about how they find out,
because we do not want bikies to drive their behaviours accordingly, but they even use Facebook; they do those
sorts of things as well. That is how they know.
We also have to appreciate, as I am sure that the member does, that this is what the gang crime division does day
in, day out. Unfortunately, they live and breathe outlaw motorcycle gangs, and so it is their job to know. That is why
they do that. I am sure in another time and another place, the member will get the opportunity to speak to them. As
the member is the Chair of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, the police might be able
to describe more precisely, in closed session, the way that they engage in those activities, but for obvious reasons,
police are very sensitive about the way that they get this intelligence and those sorts of things.
Hon PETER COLLIER: It is not a trivial point; it is something that I would like to get some clarification on.
I understand. Conservatively, the report states that there are from 431 up to 700 OMCG members. We do not need
a PhD to work out that there are 46 identified groups; there are not too many. If you get around a school, you are
going to know a lot of the kids. I really do get that, but we are talking about removing the insignia. Insignia is defined
in clause 22, which specifically says —
Insignia of identified organisation
(1) The following are insignia of an identified organisation —
(a) the name of the organisation;
(b) the logo or patch of the organisation;
(c) another image, symbol, abbreviation, acronym or other form of writing or mark that indicates
membership of, or an association with, the organisation.
(2) In addition, the following are taken to be insignia of every identified organisation —
(a) the symbol “1%”;
(b) the symbol “1%er”.
It is quite specific, although that third part opens it up to a degree. With that said, what is the difference between
insignia and colours in a motorcycle gang?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I do not really know what the member means by “colours”, as such. As the
member just indicated and pointed to me, there is a definition of “insignia”. It will now have a legal meaning that
captures all those sorts of things that are associated with that. If colours, as the member was contemplating, falls
within the definition of an insignia, then a colour is an insignia, but as I said, I do not know what the member means
by colours.
Hon PETER COLLIER: I will refer to the report again. I just want to check whether “colours” is broader than
insignia or is a colloquial term for insignia. Page 13 of the WAPOL report states —
OMCGs, Affiliate Gangs and Street Gangs each have their own brand (insignia) which is often depicted
as the official gang logo or emblem. This forms part of each gang’s ‘colours’ —
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That is why I am asking this —
which comprise of the logo/emblem as well as the leather or denim jacket on which they are attached and
a series of badges/patches. The ‘colours’ of an OMCG member serve as a notice to the world that the wearer
is a member of an outlaw gang and are generally worn during OMCG events.
OMCG ‘colours’ usually contain a number of badges displaying the gang’s insignia and other OMCG
specific terms or references. These identifying marks are either specific to one particular gang or common
throughout motorcycle gang culture. Particular patches and badges can reveal significant information about
the wearer, including:
•

the wearer’s length of time with the gang;

•

significant events in gang history;

•

deeds the wearer has completed for the club;

•

acts of violence the wearer has performed;

•

indicating if the wearer deals in or has contacts for illicit drugs; and

•

characteristics of their personality.

These badges are generally located on the front of the vest.
I am asking the question because this is much, much broader than the definition of “insignia” in the bill. Are the gangs
going to be able to bypass the insignia, abandon the insignia, but have this plethora of other things known as colours
that are, as the report says, as broad as leather or denim jackets? Will they have a different shade of denim jacket
and somehow be identified as a Comanchero or something along those lines? I think it is a valid question. I could
understand if colours and insignia were the same thing, but the definition in the bill is not the same as that in the
report that was tabled in this chamber. The definition of “colours” in the report is much broader. As I said, I applaud
getting rid of the insignia. We know what will happen. The gangs will find a means of getting around it, one way or
another. As I said in my contribution to the second reading debate, they are not Ghandi. They will find a way around
this thing, but if it is as simple as altering their colours, I think that is somehow a bit of a deficiency in the bill.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I thank the member for bringing my attention to the wording in the report.
I have read the report, but the sense of what colours are is illuminated here, and I think it would be fair to say that
colours are a combination of all the things that go into the identifiable outfit of an outlaw motorcycle gang member.
Reference is made here to leather and denim jackets and those sorts of things. If we remove all the patches and
insignia from the denim jacket, it is just a denim jacket; it is not a marker of membership of a gang in the same way.
I suppose over time it might be. We have contemplated this with the use of dual insignia, and in other jurisdictions
we have seen the adoption of sporting team paraphernalia as an alternative to patches. The definition of “insignia”
has been drafted so that it will capture insignia that has a dual purpose, which is what the member is talking about—
that is, the shade of a jacket—although I think that that is so fine that nobody will really be able to identify them.
Let us be serious here; people wear patches to be notorious. If they get to a point that the colours are too meek, it
will take away from the notoriety that they are trying to achieve.
Having said that, in relation to the things that are used for a dual purpose, this is achieved by the limb of the definition
that applies to any other image, symbol, abbreviation, acronym or other form of writing or mark that indicates
membership of or an association with the organisation. For example, members of the Mongols Motorcycle Club,
which is an identified organisation in schedule 2, are known to routinely wear clothing bearing the name and logo
of the Las Vegas Raiders American football team. This has occurred in some jurisdictions, but if any attempt is
made to overcome bans on the OMCG insignia, OMCGs will have no such success in avoiding the operation of the
law as it applies under this bill. It will, therefore, be a question of fact in each case whether the name, logo or image
is that of an identified organisation. This will be proved by way of expert evidence, likely by police experts, about
the use of insignia by identified organisations.
Hon PETER COLLIER: I thank the parliamentary secretary for that. I guess I am playing the devil’s advocate
here. As I said, I am sure everyone understands that these people will do anything they possibly can to get around
this ban in this piece of legislation. That is not a criticism and we cannot do anything about that; they will do it.
Personally, I think the definition in the bill could have been broader. Quite frankly, from the police report, it is evident
to me that the colours of a motorcycle gang are much broader than insignia. The insignia is a by-product or subset
of the colours. Did the parliamentary secretary have anything else to say on that?
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: No.
Hon PETER COLLIER: What about ink? We cannot do anything about that, can we? If people realise that they
are going to be stopped from displaying insignia, I think the government will have to make some sort of alteration to
expand the process of capturing the insignia with the colours. I think the government will have to do that down the
track. It will take people five minutes to fix that up. What if the Comancheros decide to put ink on their foreheads
or forearms et cetera?
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Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: That is covered by the term “mark”. That would be a mark. That would,
therefore, be covered as an insignia as such. For example, if people decide to put red ink on their head —
Hon Peter Collier: No, I mean “ink” as in a tattoo.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The legislation extends to tattoos. A tattoo is a mark, and the legislation includes
tattoos on people’s bodies. A tattoo is still identified as an insignia under the definition in the bill, which states —
The following are insignia of an identified organisation —
…
(c) another image, symbol, abbreviation, acronym or other form of writing or mark that indicates
membership …
If someone gets a tattoo and decides that that will be some abstract ink marking that all members of their club can
identify, that will fall within the definition of an insignia so that will be covered.
Hon PETER COLLIER: Having said that, as we all know, a lot of these groups or gangs are flush with funds. Will
a member of one of those gangs get a fine for having a tattoo on their forehead or hand? These things are permanent;
they cannot be taken off. What happens then? They will have paid the fine, but they will still have the tattoo.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I suspect, initially, a fine will be imposed. The offence provisions are contained
in clause 25. Clause 25(2) states —
A person commits an offence if the person displays insignia of an identified organisation in a public place.
Penalty for this subsection:
(a) in the case of an individual—imprisonment for 12 months and a fine of $12 000;
(b) in the case of a body corporate—a fine of $60 000.
For an individual who has inked themselves and is persistent in their activities, I suspect the court will initially impose
a fine and if that individual proceeded, it would gradually result in a term of imprisonment.
Hon PETER COLLIER: Thanks for that, parliamentary secretary. I was aware of that and I alluded to that in my
contribution. However, as I said, that would be pocket money to a lot of those places, and they would still have their
insignia planted across their forehead. They will go feral at this thing. They do not want to have their insignias, their
colours, constrained. They simply do not. This is more of a comment than a question, but the parliamentary secretary
can respond if he wishes. With all due respect to the parliamentary secretary’s responses, I am not convinced that
clause 22 is sufficiently broad to capture all the criteria for colours of a gang that were contained in the report from
WAPOL tabled in this chamber titled Report by way of justification of the provisions of part 3 of the Criminal Law
(Unlawful Consorting and Prohibited Insignia) Bill 2021: Final version. Firstly, WAPOL has given a very extensive
coverage of colours that is broader than the definition in the bill. Secondly, with regard to ink or tattoos, it is all good
and well to fine them a couple of grand or whatever it might be, but they will still have that tattoo. They will still be
identified as a member of the Comancheros; therefore, I cannot see how that can be prevented. I do not know whether
the parliamentary secretary wants to offer a comment on that.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The government is confident in what this will capture. As with all new laws,
we will see what the effect of it is over time. There is a three-year review clause on this bill that will obviously
look at its effectiveness and those sorts of things within that review period. Police will continue to feed information
back to the executive government about whether it is effective and whether more powers are needed. This provision
has been developed in close conjunction with WA police and the Department of Justice. They are confident about
scope of capture. When provisions were introduced in Queensland and Tasmania regarding patches, a change in
behaviour was evidenced in what outlaw motorcycle gangs went out into public as. Those provisions did not extend
to tattoos. Our law goes that one step further, so, of course, time will only tell how effective it is, but we think we
have captured it.
Hon PETER COLLIER: I appreciate that, parliamentary secretary. I was not being difficult; I was just highlighting
what I saw as a clear difference between the standards that were captured in the bill and what is captured in the
report. I know the government cannot do the whole lot; I know that is simply not possible. I support the merits of
the provisions on insignia—I really do.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: You have been clear on that, member.
Hon PETER COLLIER: Yes, and I want to ensure that the parliamentary secretary understands that. I support
police in their endeavours. I know that police are very supportive of this particular component of the bill. Good luck
with it. I hope that in some shape or form it hinders the gangs’ evil processes and their involvement in the illicit drug
trade, particularly methamphetamine. I hope it goes a long way to overcoming a lot of issues in that area. Having said
that, now that the parliamentary secretary is battered and bruised, I will hand him back to Hon Nick Goiran.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I was called away on urgent parliamentary business, but I was here for most of the
contribution and questioning by the shadow Minister for Police that I think helps us to better understand some of the
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difficulties that will be experienced by WA police in their unenviable task of tackling these gangs. I note the document
that was tabled by the government and authored by the Western Australia Police Force dated 15 October 2021 titled
Report by way of justification of the provisions of part 3 of the Criminal Law (Unlawful Consorting and Prohibited
Insignia) Bill 2021: Final version. For the benefit of Hansard, I indicate that it is a tabled paper.
Pages 8 through to 13 of that document set out the 46 identified organisations, albeit not necessarily in alphabetical
order as it has been done in schedule 2 of the bill where it lists the identified organisations. Can the parliamentary
secretary indicate to the chamber what would happen in the event that one or more of these gangs were to amalgamate?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The member’s question is not perhaps straightforward in one regard because
the culture and history of these organisations is —
Hon Nick Goiran: They’re anti-amalgamation.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes; there is that element. They tend to “patch over” to competing organisations.
They do not give up the cachet that is associated with their insignia and often they are connected to national and
international groups. If they became a truly new organisation, we would have to come back to Parliament to add it to
the list because obviously we have not allowed for regulations to update the list for the reasons I described during
my second reading reply. If it was more form over substance and they were, in fact, still two separate gangs but
closely aligned, in substance they would still be the same gangs that are listed in the bill. That contemplates the
two most probable scenarios that we are talking about.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In particular, I note that in this document they are categorised into four categories:
outlaw motorcycles gangs for Western Australia, outlaw motorcycles gangs for Australia, affiliate gangs and street
gangs. Five of the six affiliate gangs are said to be OMCG affiliate gangs. I will take one as an example. Number 41
on the list is the Raiders. Is it an affiliate gang of one of the OMCGs otherwise listed in the table?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The answer is yes. More specifically, the Raiders are an affiliate of the
Mongols Motorcycle Club.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I will take that example a little further. Very much respecting what the parliamentary secretary
indicated earlier, that the history of these clubs is anti-amalgamation, not pro-amalgamation, one would think that if
any gangs were inclined or have a greater propensity to amalgamate, it might be a gang and its affiliate gang. If they
were to rebrand themselves the Mongrel Raiders, for example, would that amalgamated organisation still be captured
by the existing provisions or would the government have to come back to Parliament for an amendment?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: It is always a matter of substance over form with this bill. The answer is if the
two groups to which the member referred merged, in substance, they are still the same thing. If they changed their
insignia or their name, they would still be captured because, in substance, they are still those two groups. They
would not have registered constitutions and they would not sit down and have committee meetings and those sorts
of things. In fact, they would still be the Mongol members, and that particular group. Again, if as a matter of fact in
law they ended up being a new but identical organisation, we would have to come back to Parliament to do that thing.
However, we are advised by the police advisers that, in practice, they do not do that. I suppose we can contemplate
it here but the practice with outlaw motorcycle gangs within Western Australia, Australia and internationally is
that those sorts of things do not happen. Could it happen? Of course it could, but their intelligence to us is that
it does not.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I think that is fair enough. We have to work on the propensity of the evidence provided.
I think the parliamentary secretary referred to it as expert evidence and the history tells us through police that this has
not been the done thing. It would be a fresh approach if it were to be taken. It is not anticipated that that fresh approach
is likely. We are being told that it seems improbable. If that is the case, that can ameliorate our concerns; and, if not,
the government would have the opportunity to come back to us on that. In any event, I imagine before the government
did that, there would have to be some form of test case. The government would seek to prosecute the individuals
associated with this so-called new amalgamated gang. They would present their extra evidence to the court and,
ultimately, if there is an unfavourable decision to the police, I am sure they will lobby the government with respect
to any proposed amendment and additions to the schedule.
Has any intelligence been provided by police to government to suggest that new gangs are imminently ready to arrive
or be established in Western Australia other than the 46 that are currently listed?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The police advice is no.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is good. I might just make an observation in passing before I move to the next theme. No
response is required to this. Page 13 of that same report sets out that particular patches and badges can reveal significant
information about the wearer. It includes six dot points of what is referred to by police as “significant information
about the wearer”. The first dot point is information about the wearer’s length of time with the gang. I must say
that I do not really care how long a person has been part of a gang. Nevertheless, the second dot point is information
about significant events in gang history and the third dot point is information on the deeds the wearer has completed
for the club. The mind boggles what those deeds might be. It is particularly disturbing to read the fourth dot point,
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which is the acts of violence the wearer has performed. It is quite extraordinary that we have individuals running
around Western Australia with these so-called badges that confirm the acts of violence they have performed. The
police certainly have the opposition’s full respect and support for tackling these individuals who seem to have no
regard for the law of Western Australia, so much so that they supposedly proudly display a badge to confirm the acts
of violence they have perpetrated against another individual. If those badges can assist police in the identification
of individuals and some of their past so-called deeds, that would be terrific.
During the parliamentary secretary’s reply to the number of charges and convictions that have been laid in regard
to the child sex offender warnings under section 557K, he provided some information, which I was scribing at great
speed. I have here that there might have been 20 charges and eight convictions.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: Yes.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I think that the purpose of the parliamentary secretary mentioning that to the chamber was
to say that there have not been many —
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: That is since 2015. That is the most up-to-date information we have.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: From 2015—in other words, there might have been charges and convictions prior to 2015.
I think the provisions started in 2014. Perhaps the parliamentary secretary could check that.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: They commenced in 2004 and the information from 2015 is what was provided
to us by police.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I appreciate that the parliamentary secretary will not have this information, but I ask whether
he can take this on notice. It would be useful if the police provided the full data since 2004 so that we could know
the exact number of charges and convictions that have been laid under the section 557K(4) warning provisions. That
said, I think the purpose of the government providing that information in the course of the debate was to indicate
that as far as the government is concerned, it is indicative of some of the difficulties the police have had prosecuting
these charges. I think some weight has been given to the term “habitually consort”, and the difficulty in proving that.
I recall that in the recent debate we had on the COVID-19 Response Legislation Amendment (Extension of Expiring
Provisions) Bill 2021, one of the things that bill did was extend the life of one of the provisions in the Criminal Code.
We could call it the COVID-19 assaults provision. I cannot remember whether the parliamentary secretary was
handling that bill.
Hon Matthew Swinbourn: No.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: No, another member was. The purpose of that provision was to apply extra penalties to
anyone who committed what I will describe as a COVID-19 assault for the period that COVID-19 is with us and for
the life of the bill. In that particular instance, we were told by the government that not many charges or prosecutions
had been laid for these COVID-19 assaults. The government was saying that this is proving that the laws are
working. Basically, the government was saying to the opposition, “Don’t be worried that the police have not had
to lay any charges and prosecute, because the very existence of the law is proving that the laws are working.” If we
were to apply that same logic to child sex offenders, one could say that these 800 child sex offender warnings that
have been issued by police, these forms that have been filled out and shown to the offender, but not provided to
them, are indeed working and, as a result, only very few child sex offenders have ignored these warnings and the
laws of Western Australia, so much so that since 2015, there has been the need for only 20 charges to be laid and
eight convictions. Therefore, it could be argued, using the same logic that the government provided to us only a few
weeks ago, that this indicates that section 557K is working and there will be no need to repeal these provisions in
three years’ time, despite the fact that the Attorney General said in the other place that there will be no repeal. That
would seem to suggest that they may well be effective. Does the government have some information from police to
suggest that despite the warnings that have been given to child sex offenders, they have been consorting in any event,
but the nature of the consorting has been such that police have not been prepared to proceed with a prosecution?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I think the member used the example of the previous discussion about the
COVID-19 provisions being effective because nobody has been charged. Of course, the nature of any law is to
provide a deterrent. We are not making that argument with respect to this particular bill. I am sure it was a worthwhile
and meritorious argument on the previous bill. In relation to this bill, the advice that has come from WA police
about the 800, and the current regime under section 557K, is that it is difficult to get circumstances in which they
are comfortable to prosecute. Yes, they have commenced 20 prosecutions and there have been eight convictions.
I indicated in my reply that some of those matters were still before the courts. Where we are going from here with
the current provisions at the prosecution level is that we will be lowering the bar from habitual consorting to
consorting twice. It will be just a question of fact rather than perhaps a legal and a factual question about habitual
consorting. If there is evidence that they have consorted two or more times, there will be a breach. Therefore, initially
we would anticipate that a range of more prosecutions would be successful, but, ultimately, we would hope that there
would be fewer prosecutions because of the deterrent factor that the law has. It is a bit of a chicken-and-egg argument:
how much does a law deter offending and how much do successful prosecutions reflect a successful law? Hon Nick
Goiran is a lawyer so he understands that point.
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is interesting. We have a situation in which, in this instance, the government is not
relying upon the deterrent argument that it used in a different debate. That said, was consideration given to defining
“habitually consort”?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Not as such. Of course, the scheme we are providing is much broader than the
existing drug traffickers and child sex offenders. I think Queensland still maintains the term “habitually consorts”,
and we can obviously say that that means two or more times. We are moving away from that language here. We
have made it very clear what consorting means in terms of the definition and how that would then lead to potential
prosecution. We did not try to fix what we thought was a problem in the existing regime and import it into the new one.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Absolutely. I accept that the new provision will be broader in its application for more
categories of offenders, and that the prosecution bar will be arguably lower. But the initial step—the deterrent step—
and the warning provision will be far higher. That is a point that the opposition continues to be very concerned about
and appreciates the opportunity to demonstrate during the Committee of the Whole House process. In Queensland,
is the habitually consort provision defined as two instances of consorting, similar to what will be the provision here
moving forward?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The Queensland provision is, excuse me for saying it, a bit of a dog’s breakfast
to be perfectly honest. Section 77B of the Criminal Code Act 1899 provides —
(1) A person commits a misdemeanour if —
(a) the person habitually consorts with at least 2 recognised offenders, whether together or separately;
and
(b) at least 1 occasion on which the person consorts with each recognised offender mentioned in
paragraph (a) happens after the person has been given an official warning for consorting in relation
to the offender.
It then provides —
(2) For subsection (1), a person does not habitually consort with a recognised offender unless the person
consorts with the offender on at least 2 occasions.
Hon Nick Goiran would appreciate that it is a bit of a dog’s breakfast in that regard. The continual use of the term
“habitual” is problematic because, as I say, “habitual” is not a legally defined term for our benefit, although I think
it might have some meaning in the Queensland Criminal Code Act; I think it only refers back to the definition within
the existing section. If it occurs a couple of months apart, does that mean it is habitual? It is that sort of thing.
There is a whole issue about the temporal nature to the consorting, which we have avoided. We wanted to get away
from that.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The New South Wales provision, as I understand it, requires there to have been four instances
of consorting, whereas the Queensland provision that the parliamentary secretary has mentioned requires there to
have been at least two. As I understand it, the new provisions here moving forward will require two instances. Can
the parliamentary secretary clarify that?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes, it will be two or more occasions once a person has been issued with the notice.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In Western Australia, there will have to have been a notice and at least two occasions of
consorting. In Queensland, a person has to have had at least one instance of consorting after the notice has been
issued, but overall there have to have been at least two instances. There could have been one prior to the notice being
issued and one after the notice was issued. The point is that in New South Wales, the provision is for there to have
been four consorting occasions. The New South Wales law was challenged in the High Court, and the parliamentary
secretary touched on that at the very least in his reply and he may have touched on it in his second reading speech.
As I recall, the challenge to the New South Wales law was unsuccessful. One of the things that we can ordinarily
take confidence in is that if there is a law that restricts people from associating, whether it is under the guise of
anti-consorting laws or otherwise, and the threshold is that there need to have been four occasions of consorting,
the High Court is going to deem that that law is okay. But in this case we are going to provide for two instances. The
parliamentary secretary mentioned earlier that Queensland also provides for two instances, but he also mentioned
that there are going to be a number of differences between the bill before the chamber and the Queensland law. I think
the Attorney General has been quite keen to say that our law is going to be the toughest in the land. If we are trying
to compare jurisdictions, our scheme is going to be more closely aligned, if you like, with the Queensland scheme,
because we are going to have the threshold of two instances rather than the four instances in the New South Wales
law. But the parliamentary secretary has indicated that there will be differences between our law and the Queensland
law. Will those differences make our law more susceptible to a challenge?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: The member asked whether it will be susceptible to challenge. Obviously,
susceptibility to challenge is an interesting concept, because things are susceptible to challenge if a highly motivated
and well-heeled person wants to challenge the law. In that regard, we think it will probably be challenged. The real
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question is about the likely success of that challenge. I indicated in my second reading reply that consideration was
given to the constitutional issues that might arise and the kinds of matters that were raised in the challenge to the
New South Wales law. I think what was not central to that challenge was the issue that the member is talking about,
which is the number of times there was consorting.
Hon Nick Goiran: Sorry, was or was not central?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: My understanding is it was not central, but I think, before I get locked into
that position, we may need to have greater reference, because, obviously, the Solicitor-General was the one who
gave advice regarding the susceptibility to and possible success of a challenge. The people at the table here did not
give that advice, so I do not want the member to say, “You’ve said this now.” There is an issue around that. Our
understanding of the High Court decision was that it was more about the reasonableness and appropriateness and
the infringement on the implied rights of political communication, and the analysis was not limited to the number
of instances of consorting that would give rise to an offence.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Fair enough, parliamentary secretary. I have only one final area to touch on with respect
to clause 1.
The parliamentary secretary was a participant in the briefing that the opposition had on this bill, and there was an
indication during that briefing on more than one occasion that it is anticipated that five per cent of existing child
sex offenders—it was expressly said during the briefing that this is merely an estimate or a best guess—will be
captured in the scheme moving forward, and it will take some time over the next three years to do the proper
assessment and so on and so forth. In his reply, the parliamentary secretary helpfully gave some explanation of the
five per cent. The best I can recall, because, obviously, I do not have the benefit of Hansard at this stage, was that
five per cent is the estimate by police based on information about those child sex offenders who are known to have
consorted. There have been instances of consorting by approximately five per cent of these individuals. I think the
parliamentary secretary said they would basically be automatically transitioned into the new scheme, but I understand
the rhetorical flourish of using the word “automatically”; there will still be a comprehensive assessment process and
so on and so forth. Five per cent of 800 is 40. We are talking about approximately 40 of these 800 child sex offenders
who have been given a section 557K(4) warning. Police are saying that about five per cent of those offenders—in
other words, 40 of them—have been known to have consorted with one another. The indication that the parliamentary
secretary gave earlier was that since 2015—we are waiting for the data since 2004—there have been 20 charges
laid and eight convictions. Those rough numbers do not seem to indicate that there is too much of a problem. The
data that police have is that about 40 people have been consorting, and at least since 2015 there have been 20 charges
laid and eight convictions secured. I know that is a very simple analysis—if we were in a Standing Committee on
Legislation hearing, we would be able to dig a lot deeper with police and probably with the prosecutors to get
a better understanding of this—but it is not immediately apparent that there is quite the level of problem that might
have been suggested.
In any event, my question more at this point in time is: if police currently do not have information about the other
95 per cent—evidently, they do not, because they have said that they have information that five per cent have been
consorting; in other words, police do not currently have information that the other 95 per cent have been consorting—
is that not an indication that the 95 per cent will not be captured under this bill? Unless they start consorting from
hereon in and say, “Look, there’s this fantastic new WA Labor bill that’s passed through the Parliament, so we
now feel that we can continue to consort and ignore those warnings”, which would be incredibly stupid on the part
of those people, or they commit some new act moving forward, it seems that the 95 per cent will not be captured
under this new scheme.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I am conscious of the time, leading up to question time, so the answer I will
give is the best I can do at this point. The member said that 95 per cent will not be captured by the scheme. They
will be captured in the sense that they will be subject to the scheme, but whether it will be appropriate to issue them
with a new anti-consorting notice is a question that obviously police will examine. The member has to understand,
as I am sure he does, that the existing scheme does not have an end date. Some of these notices, which have been
in place since 2004, could have been issued to individuals many years ago—in 2004, 2005, 2006 or 2007. Police may
not have had any further contact with those individuals because they might have died or, more importantly, stopped
their aberrant behavior. If they have been rehabilitated—I know that might be a bit of a pipedream, unfortunately—
and are therefore not engaging in that behavior, the notice will have had the effect we particularly wanted and
would therefore not come into it. There is that element of it.
I know the member said that 40 offenders does not seem like many. I know the member takes child sex offences
extremely seriously, and I do not mean that in a glib or facetious way at all. So, 40 child sex offenders —
Hon Nick Goiran: It’s shocking.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Yes. The damage that they can do to our community and children is extremely
worrying. I am assured by the fact that police have identified this group of five per cent at this stage as being
immediately eligible for notices, and that they intend to issue them as expeditiously as they can on the commencement
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of this legislation to hopefully get them to address this behaviour that we do not want to see in any way, shape or
form. I think there is a balance here. There is a bit of, “We’ve got to clean up the 800 because we haven’t been able
to take anyone off that because the provisions of the current act do not allow for that.” There are people who have
moved on, but we do have a hardcore group of people who are not changing their behaviour.
Committee interrupted, pursuant to standing orders.
[Continued on page 6144.]
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
CORONAVIRUS — MANDATORY VACCINATION POLICY
1072.

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the minister representing the Minister for Health:

I refer to the government’s vaccine mandate and the answer to question without notice 1071 asked yesterday, in
which the Leader of the House, as the Premier’s representative, advised the house —
The Department of Health is responsible for compliance with public health directions.
(1)

What additional resources has the Department of Health been given to manage this compliance regime?

(2)

Can the minister please provide a breakdown of how those resources will be acquitted?

(3)

Will health department staff be inspecting the records of mandated businesses to ensure all staff are vaccinated?

(4)

If no to (3), how will compliance be ensured?

(5)

Given the current health crisis, how can the Department of Health manage this major new obligation?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)–(2) As part of the 2021–22 state budget, the state government provided an additional $1.9 billion investment in
WA Health. This includes an additional $487 million for COVID-19 preparedness and response measures.
(3)

Yes, if noncompliance is suspected.

(4)

Not applicable.

(5)

It is the responsibility of employers, owners, occupiers, operators or a person apparently in charge of
a workplace to take all reasonable and lawful steps to collect and maintain a record of the vaccination status
of each worker and to only roster on or otherwise permit to work those who are vaccinated or are an exempt
person in accordance with the directions. The Department of Health will manage this obligation within
current resources.
COLLIE FUTURES INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT FUND

1073.

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the Minister for Regional Development:

I refer to the Collie industry attraction and development fund and to questions 1029 and 1043 asked on
30 November 2021.
(1)

Can the minister confirm that the total amount allocated to the fund since its inception is $100.1 million?

(2)

Can the minister confirm that only $54.01 million of the fund has been expended, leaving an unallocated
balance of $46.09 million?

(3)

What are the current approved cash flows for the fund over the years 2019–20, 2020–21, 2021–22,
2022–23, 2023–24 and 2024–25?

(4)

What is the breakdown by allocated department for the yearly cash flows provided in (3)?

Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN replied:
I thank the member for the question.
(1)–(2) As I provided in information earlier this week, the total allocation to the Collie industry attraction and
development fund is $78.1 million and there is $22 million in the Collie Futures fund. I point out that
$20 million of those funds was committed for the first time in the budget in September 2021. So far, the
government has expended $40.75 million from the Collie industry attraction fund and $13.27 million from
the Collie Futures fund. I think that is a pretty good performance actually. Knowing the member’s concerns
about money being spent without a strong business case, I think the government has been very diligent.
I note that many projects are still in the pipeline and going through various tiers of assessment. Those
projects will be rolled out over the next four years.
(3)–(4) Due to the scale of information required, that information will be provided on 7 December.
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MINISTERIAL CODE OF CONDUCT — CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

1074.

Hon TJORN SIBMA to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

This question is dated from Tuesday when the Premier was available to respond to questions. I refer to paragraphs 7.7
and 7.8 of the Ministerial Code of Conduct.
(1)

Is any minister presently the director of a public and/or private company?

(2)

If yes, was the Premier’s permission sought and granted in respect to the aforementioned?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)–(2) In accordance with the Ministerial Code of Conduct, all ministers are required to make declarations should
they arise, in addition to any potential, perceived or actual conflicts of interest. As was the case under
the previous Liberal–National government, these declarations remain cabinet-in-confidence. Section 10
of the 2021 Ministerial Code of Conduct details the procedure for managing any conflict of interest should
one arise. The honourable member will also be aware that under section 11 of the Members of Parliament
(Financial Interests) Act 1992, members are required to declare in their annual returns interests and positions
in corporations, which are tabled in Parliament each year.
BUSY BEES, BALDIVIS — SEXUAL ABUSE ALLEGATIONS
1075.

Hon NICK GOIRAN to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Child Protection:

I refer to the article in the Sound Telegraph titled “Busy Bees Baldivis facing multiple cases of child sexual abuse”.
(1)

When was this matter first brought to the attention of the minister?

(2)

Is the department investigating this matter?

(3)

Has the minister visited the childcare centre in question?

(4)

Has the minister met with any of the families of the children?

(5)

What support is being offered to the children who have been sexually abused?

(6)

What measures have been put in place to protect other children from this abuse?

Hon KYLE McGINN replied:
On behalf of the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Child Protection, I thank the member for
some notice of the question. The following answer has been provided by the Minister for Child Protection.
(1)

On 25 October 2021.

(2)

Yes. An education and care regulatory unit investigation is ongoing.

(3)–(4) No.
(5)

The Department of Communities works with families to assist them to access appropriate counselling
services as and when required. Any child interviewed in respect of sexual harm whom the Department of
Communities deems would benefit from additional counselling or support is referred to the Parkerville
advocate co-located within the multi-agency investigation and support team.

(6)

The approved provider for the centre has an obligation under the national law for the safety and wellbeing
of children in their care. Information has been provided to the education and care regulatory unit on actions
that the approved provider will have taken in response to this matter. As the investigation is ongoing, it is
not appropriate that any further comment be made on the matter.
POLICE — MEDICALLY RETIRED OFFICERS — REDRESS SCHEME

1076.

Hon PETER COLLIER to the minister representing the Minister for Police:

I refer the minister to his response to question without notice 1035, asked on Tuesday, 30 November 2021.
(1)

What services are provided to officers via the post-service medical benefits scheme referred to in answer
to question (1)?

(2)

Is there a limit to the time or cost of services provided for in (1)?

(3)

If yes to (2), what are these limits?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. The following information has been provided to
me by the Minister for Police. The Western Australia Police Force provides the following advice.
(1)

The services that can be claimed are on a list of about 25 services, so I might seek leave to have that list
incorporated into Hansard.
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[Leave granted for the following material to be incorporated.]
Anaesthetists
Consultant Psychiatrists
Dermatologists
Diagnostic Imaging
General Practitioner
Medical Procedures
Physicians
Surgeons
Allied Health Provider Fees:
Acupuncture
Chiropractors
Clinical Psychologists
Counselling Psychologists
Exercise Based Physiologists/Programs
Occupational Therapists
Osteopaths
Physiotherapy
Speech Pathologists

Also, public hospital fees and travel to and from medical appointments can be claimed.
(2)–(3) There is a limit to the maximum claimable amount per claim, with reimbursements in line with the
Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981. Maximum claim amounts are as follows:
$71 754, indexed annually; up to a further $50 000, subject to agreement or by applying to WorkCover; and
up to a further $250 000 by applying to WorkCover and agreement by the Commissioner of Police. With
respect to the time limit, former officers with accepted claims are entitled to the prescribed amount—
currently $71 754. In addition, once this amount is exceeded, they may apply for an increase of an amount
up to $50 000. This is provided for in schedule 1, clauses 18A(1), 18A(1a) and 18A(1CA) of the WCIM act.
Once this amount of $50 000 is exhausted, a further amount of up to $250 000 may be applied for. This
is provided for in schedule 1, clauses 18A(1b), (1d) and (2aa) of the WCIM act. Under regulation 9A(1)
of the Police (Medical and Other Expenses for Former Officers) Regulations 2009, the entitlement is subject
to a time limit of five years from the date of the claim.
PUBLIC HOUSING — WAITLIST
1077.

Hon Dr BRAD PETTITT to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Housing:

(1)

How many applications were on the public housing waitlist at the end of November 2021?

(2)

How many individuals do the applications in (1) represent?

(3)

How many applications were on the public housing priority waitlist at the end of November 2021?

(4)

How many individuals do the applications in (3) represent?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question.
(1)–(2) As at 30 November 2021, there were 18 091 applications on the public housing waitlist, representing
31 547 individuals.
(3)–(4) As at 30 November 2021, of the 18 091 applications, 3 716 were priority listed, representing 7 518 individuals.
CORONAVIRUS — SAFEWA APP — OUTAGE
1078.

Hon WILSON TUCKER to the minister representing the Minister for Health:

I refer the minister to the SafeWA app outage reported on 30 November.
(1)

What was the nature of the technical issue that caused the outage?

(2)

How long did the outage last?

(3)

How many estimated users were affected by the outage?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)

Health support services are currently reviewing the nature of the technical issue.

(2)

On Monday, 29 November 2021 the approximate outage time was 4.5 hours and on Tuesday, 30 November
2021 the approximate outage time was five hours.
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Historical SafeWA data indicates that an estimated 349 000 individual users typically use the app at
these times, as per the following breakdown: Mondays, 4.30 pm to 9.00 pm, 91 100 users; and Tuesdays,
11.15 am to 4.15 pm, 257 900 users.
CORONAVIRUS — CARERS — MANDATORY VACCINATION

1079.

Hon SOPHIA MOERMOND to the minister representing the Minister for Health:

There are many people who care for a loved one who receive a carer’s pension.
(1)

Will these people be required to be vaccinated or show proof of vaccination to continue receiving their
carer’s pension?

(2)

If not, could an exemption arrangement be agreed upon for such people?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)–(2) Carer payments are a matter for the commonwealth government.
KARRAKATTA CEMETERY — HEADSTONE REMOVAL
1080.

Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Local Government:

I refer the minister to the advert placed by the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board in The West Australian on
16 October 2021 announcing the impending removal of headstones in the Anglican ZO section of Karrakatta Cemetery.
(1)

Was a sign or notice erected in or adjacent to Anglican ZO, in compliance with part V, division 4,
section 36(c) of the Cemeteries Act 1986; and, if so, on what date was such a sign or notice erected?

(2)

Did the sign or notice make specific reference to a redevelopment scheme as defined in the act; and did
it cite where the plans for such a redevelopment could be consulted, and to whom public submissions could
be made as required by law?

(3)

If no to any part of (2), will the minister advise the board that its signage does not constitute a valid notice
under section 36(c) of the act, and instruct it to install compliant signage while amending the proposed
start date for redevelopment in Anglican ZO accordingly; and, if not, why not?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)

Yes, prior to 7 December 2019.

(2)

Yes. Due to the complexity of cemetery renewal, the installed signage directed interested parties to visit
the website or contact the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board office for further information.

(3)

Not applicable.
CORONAVIRUS — MANDATORY VACCINATIONS —
FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICE VOLUNTEERS

1081.

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Emergency
Services:

This question was lodged yesterday, but was unable to be answered. I refer to the Fire and Emergency Services
Worker (Restrictions on Access) Directions (No 2).
(1)

How many Department of Fire and Emergency Services employees are yet to present evidence of being
vaccinated against COVID-19?

(2)

How many DFES employees have been suspended, stood down or terminated as a result of noncompliance
with the directions?

(3)

Are any DFES employees in contravention of these directions continuing to access a Fire and Emergency
Services site?

(4)

What policy is DFES applying in managing employees who are, as of today, in contravention of directions
issued pursuant to the Public Health Act 2016?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)–(4) As the mandate is in force, the state government is in the process of verifying proof of vaccination for
relevant employees and will provide an update once that work is complete in coming days. The mandate
is for first doses by 1 December 2021. These employees are required to be double-dose vaccinated by
31 December 2021.
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BUSSELTON HEALTH CAMPUS — PSYCHIATRIC LIAISON NURSES
1082.

Hon STEVE MARTIN to the minister representing the Minister for Health:

I refer to the psychiatric liaison nurses—PLNs—employed at Busselton Health Campus.
(1)

How many PLNs are currently employed at Busselton Health Campus?

(2)

What is the FTE for each of the PLNs employed at Busselton Health Campus?

(3)

How many patients a month have the PLNs seen for each month since, and including, June 2021 to date?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)

There are three.

(2)

It is two 0.5 FTE and one 0.4 FTE.

(3)

In June, 35; July, 60; August, 69; September, 39; October, 56; and November, 53.
EDUCATION — SCHOOLS OF SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

1083.

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the Minister for Education and Training:

I ask this question on behalf of Hon Donna Faragher, who is absent of the chamber on urgent parliamentary
business. I refer to specialist services provided to students through the Department of Education’s Schools of
Special Educational Needs.
(1)

In 2020 and 2021, how many government school students were enrolled in or have accessed specialist
services from the following —
(a)

School of Special Educational Needs: Disability;

(b)

School of Special Educational Needs: Medical and Mental Health; and

(c)

School of Special Educational Needs: Sensory?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)

Students accessing specialist services from the Schools of Special Educational Needs: Disability, Medical
and Mental Health and Sensory remain enrolled in their school. As such, no students were enrolled in
specialist services in 2020 and 2021. The next part of the answer is in tabular form, so I seek leave to have
that part of the answer incorporated into Hansard.

[Leave granted for the following material to be incorporated.]
2020

2021
(to 1/12/21)

School of Special Educational Needs: Disability

5,338

5,010

School of Special Educational Needs: Medical and Mental Health

4,504

4,132

School of Special Educational Needs: Sensory

1,887

1,772

The School of Special Educational Needs: Medical and Mental Health supported additional students in 2020 who
were learning from home due to them, or a family member being immunocompromised.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT PURCHASING CARD
1084.

Hon TJORN SIBMA to the minister representing the Minister for Finance:

(1)

Is the minister aware of the Western Australian government purchasing card guidelines, which states that
“all high value transactions are monitored”?

(2)

Are these transactions monitored?

(3)

How are these transactions monitored and by whom?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. The following answer is provided on behalf of the
Minister for Finance.
(1)

Yes.

(2)

Yes.
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All credit card transactions are reviewed and authorised by the card holders’ manager. All high value
credit card transactions—over $5 000—are reviewed by the chief finance officer on a quarterly basis.
LEGISLATION — STATUTORY REVIEWS

1085.

Hon NICK GOIRAN to the parliamentary secretary representing the Attorney General:

I refer to the answer on 12 August 2021 to my question without notice 486 regarding the review of amendments
introduced by the Criminal Appeals Amendment (Double Jeopardy) Act 2012.
(1)

Is the Attorney General aware that the review commenced in April 2018?

(2)

Has the review been completed?

(3)

If yes to (2), when did this occur and will the review report now be tabled?

Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN replied:
I am acting for the parliamentary secretary representing the Attorney General. The Attorney has provided the
following information.
(1)

Yes.

(2)

The review is nearing completion.

(3)

The review report will be tabled when the review is completed.

The PRESIDENT: Hon Peter Collier.
Hon PETER COLLIER: Thanks, President. My question —
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER COLLIER: Don’t mind me!
The PRESIDENT: This is question time. If you wish to chatter across the chamber, please take it outside.
POLICE — MEDICALLY RETIRED OFFICERS — REDRESS SCHEME
1086.

Hon PETER COLLIER to the minister representing the Minister for Police:

I refer the minister to his response to question without notice 963 asked on Thursday, 11 November 2021 and to
question without notice 1035 asked on Tuesday, 30 November 2021.
(1)

Will the minister confirm that no officer has received a payment from the redress scheme from 29 May 2020?

(2)

Will the minister confirm that no officer will be eligible to access a payment from the redress scheme into
the future?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question. The following information has been provided to
me by the Minister for Police. The Western Australia Police Force advises the following.
(1)–(2) Yes, the police redress scheme for former medically retired police officers who were injured or became
ill at work and were subsequently medically retired under section 8, was a once-off, unique $16 million
initiative open for applications between 13 December 2018 and 8 April 2019. Subsequent to the police
redress scheme, the Police Amendment (Medical Retirement) Act 2019 separated medical retirement
from section 8 to ensure that injured or ill officers’ service could end with dignity and not under
section 8.
The Western Australia Police Force advises that there have been no work-related medical retirements since
the police redress scheme was finalised to ensure that officers who needed to be medically retired due to
work-related injury or illness can access compensation under the police compensation scheme following
the passage of the Police Amendment (Compensation Scheme) Bill 2021.
ALBANY RING-ROAD — REVEGETATION
1087.

Hon Dr BRAD PETTITT to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Transport:

I refer to the Albany ring-road and the $175 million budget for this project. I also note that the City of Albany
requires revegetation within City of Albany boundaries to use local provenance seed within a five-kilometre radius.
(1)

What is the intended provenance of the seed and plants for revegetation of the road verge near the crossover
at Albany Highway; and, if this is not within a five-kilometre radius, why not?
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(2)

Does Main Roads have a policy to use local provenance seeds for its revegetation works; and, if not,
why not?

(3)

Does Main Roads acknowledge that local provenance flora is most suited to thrive in its natural location?

(4)

Does Main Roads acknowledge that an entry statement to a regional community would be best served by
having a display of local provenance flora?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)

The plant mix has been chosen in consultation with the City of Albany. The crossover at Albany Highway
referred to in the question is an interchange containing feature planting. The road verge outside this area
will be planted with local provenance seed and plants.

(2)–(3) Yes.
(4)

Main Roads’ strategy for entry statements and feature planting around major projects is developed in
consultation with relevant local stakeholders. The approach can differ from one project to another and is
influenced by various factors, including vegetation type, landscape, environmental conditions, maintenance,
and proximity to the roadway and other infrastructure.
CYCLONE SEROJA — AFTER-ACTION REVIEW

1088.

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Emergency
Services:

I refer to tropical cyclone Seroja, which caused significant damage to 16 local government areas in Western Australia
in April 2021.
(1)

Given it has now been six months since cyclone Seroja, will the state government commit to undertake
an independent review of this significant natural disaster?

(2)

Please detail what actions, if any, have been undertaken by the state government to date relating to the
establishment of an independent review?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question, noting it was lodged on 16 November.
(1)–(2) The Department of Fire and Emergency Services is undertaking an after-action review for tropical cyclone
Seroja. The AAR is wideranging in scope and will determine what, if any, further actions may be required.
The AAR and subsequent report is nearing the final stages of completion and will include lessons learnt
from the incident.
SOCIAL HOUSING — BED BUG INFESTATION
1089.

Hon STEVE MARTIN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Housing:

I refer to the recent Channel Nine news item regarding Anne Blurton and her three-year-old daughter, who are
living in bed bug–infested social housing accommodation.
(1)

Is the minister aware of Anne Blurton’s request to move into more suitable accommodation?

(2)

Can the minister give an undertaking that Anne Blurton and her daughter will not be forced to remain in
their existing accommodation and that alternative accommodation will be found urgently?

(3)

Is the minister aware of other residents suffering from an infestation of bed bugs at the housing complex
where Anne Blurton currently resides?

Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)–(3) The Department of Communities advises that the tenant applied for and was approved a priority transfer
prior to reporting concerns of a pest infestation. Communities is aware of one other tenancy reporting
issues with a pest infestation in the last fortnight. Prior to these reports, there have been no pest infestation
complaints at the complex in the preceding two years.
Bed bugs are generally known to travel on items of clothing, linen or furnishings such as mattresses.
Communities’ maintenance policy outlines that tenants are responsible for the eradication of cockroaches,
fleas, common ants and other pests when this occurs in the tenant’s private defined area as a result of the
tenant’s actions. Notwithstanding, Communities is in contact with the tenant and contractors to determine
the necessary action to resolve the matter.
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INVESTMENT AND TRADE COMMISSIONER FOR INDIA–GULF

1090.

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS to the minister representing the Minister for State Development, Jobs
and Trade:

I refer to the recent job advertisement for an investment and trade commissioner in the India–Gulf region.
(1)

Why is this application process open to only existing WA public sector employees?

(2)

Will the government not consider applicants with extensive private sector experience or in-country business
experience or individuals who have a range of existing networks in both WA and India?

(3)

If no to (2), why not?

Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN replied:
I thank the member for the question. The following information has been provided by the Department of Jobs,
Tourism, Science and Innovation.
(1)–(3) The state’s investment and trade commissioners are employed under a secondment model, whereby
commissioners are appointed from within the Western Australian public sector for a period of three years,
with possible extension. The model was recommended following an independent review into the international
trade and investment office network, and is intended to ensure that the knowledge and networks developed
by the commissioners is brought back to the Western Australian public sector. It also ensures that the
commissioners abide by public sector values, standards and codes of conduct.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (COST RECOVERY) REGULATIONS 2021
1091.

Hon TJORN SIBMA to the minister representing the Minister for Environment:

I refer to the draft Environmental Protection (Cost Recovery) Regulations 2021.
(1)

Noting that the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation will not rule out the potential for
over-recovery of fees and/or the cross-subsidisation of other departmental and government functions and
that DWER is unlikely to deliver any processing efficiencies as a result of the measure and that there has
still been no disclosure of the datasets underpinning the proposed cost-recovery model, will the minister
commit to directing an independent audit of the cost-recovery scheme 12 months after it comes into effect?

(2)

If not, why not?

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. The following answer has been provided by the
Minister for Environment.
(1)

The head power enabling cost recovery precludes the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
from over-recovery of fees. The pricing model includes only costs associated with delivery of services under
part IV, divisions 1 and 2. Further, and to ensure that there is neither over-recovery nor cross-subsidisation
of other functions, the pricing model is based on recovering a maximum of 80 per cent of the total costs
of delivering these functions.
Regarding process efficiencies, DWER has been clear with stakeholders that efficiencies will be rolled out
over the coming months as a result of recent amendments to the Environmental Protection Act 1986 and
the development of Environment Online. To ensure that these efficiencies are appropriately accounted for
and incorporated into future cost-recovery models, and in response to feedback received from stakeholders
during the extensive consultation on cost recovery, an additional regulation has been drafted to require
the chief executive officer of DWER to initiate a review of fees as soon as practicable after 1 July 2023.

(2)

Not applicable.
TEACHERS — SUBJECT AREAS

1092.

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE to the Minister for Education and Training:

I ask this question on behalf of Hon Colin de Grussa who is away from the chamber on urgent parliamentary business.
I refer to teachers who are assigned to classes out-of-subject area—for example, someone who was trained to teach
science and instead is teaching mathematics.
(1)

Does the Department of Education track when a teacher is assigned to a class outside of their subject area;
and, if not, why not, when other states are able to provide that data?

(2)

If yes —
(a)

does this track all teachers or teachers other than those in the private school sector;

(b)

what is the percentage of teachers assigned to out-of-subject areas in the metropolitan region; and

(c)

what is the percentage of teachers assigned to out-of-subject areas outside of the metropolitan region?
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Hon SUE ELLERY replied:
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question.
(1)

No. Teachers must meet the initial teacher education requirements to be registered by the Teacher Registration
Board of Western Australia. Principals manage class placements according to need, qualifications and
capabilities.

(2)

Not applicable.
FORESTRY — HARDWOOD — FURNITURE MANUFACTURING

1093.

Hon STEVE MARTIN to the minister representing the Minister for Forestry:

This question was lodged some time ago. I refer to the Western Australian Furniture Manufacturers Association’s
media release on 21 September about its access to the supply of local timber.
(1)

Has the government conducted any modelling to see how much local hardwood timber will be required to ensure
the existence of the furniture manufacturing industry and the construction industry in Western Australia?

(2)

If yes to (1), how much hardwood timber will be required?

(3)

If no to (1), why was this not taken into consideration prior to the announcement of the end of hardwood
harvesting?

Hon ALANNAH MacTIERNAN replied:
I thank the member for the question. I wish him to note that this answer was valid as at 26 October. The following
information has been provided by the Minister for Forestry.
(1)–(3) Given the ever-increasing impacts of climate change, the importance of maintaining ecological biodiversity
for forest health and the need for carbon capture and storage, in addition to declining timber yields, the
government has taken the decision to end logging of south west native forests from 2024. Declining yields
of native timber—meaning less sawlog and other bole volume of timber from a given area of forest—mean
that larger areas of forest must be cut down in order to fulfil contracts. Business as usual logging is not
sustainable under the forthcoming forest management plan.
Timber for furniture making and artisanal products is sourced through a variety of means, including
reclaimed wood and timber produced on private properties, and these sources will continue to be available.
Trees cleared for approved mining activities or infrastructure developments will produce sawlogs that
could be used for furniture and artisanal products.
It should be noted that hardwood is not widely used in construction. Softwood is predominantly used in
construction and the WA softwood processing industry currently supplies the majority of pine products
to the state’s housing and construction market. This is the reason that we are investing in a 10-year,
$350 million expansion of the state’s softwood plantation estate.
SIR CHARLES GAIRDNER HOSPITAL — WATER CONTAMINATION
Question without Notice 1061 — Answer Advice
HON STEPHEN DAWSON (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Mental Health) [5.02 pm]: I would like to
provide an answer to Hon Steve Martin’s question without notice 1061, which was asked on 1 December 2021.
I seek leave to have the answer incorporated in Hansard.
[Leave granted for the following material to be incorporated.]
I thank the Honourable Member for some notice of the question.
(1)

There has been one detection of Legionella infection. Following infection with Legionella it can result in no illness, a mild flu-like
illness or mild to severe pneumonia.

(2)

120 purchased and used from the 1 November 2021.

(3)

Filters will remain in place until such time as validation sampling confirms that the bacterial contamination has been rectified. It
can take up to ten days for results to verify the rectification works.

(4)

Five beds have reopened following remediation work. Fourteen rooms were temporarily closed for two hours to undertake heated
water flushing and install point of use filters.

COLLIE FUTURES INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT FUND
COLLIE FUTURES FUND
Questions without Notice 1029 and 1043 — Supplementary Information
HON ALANNAH MacTIERNAN (South West — Minister for Regional Development) [5.03 pm]: I table
information that I undertook to provide today in response to questions without notice 1029 and 1043 by Hon Dr Steve
Thomas, which were asked on 30 November 2021.
[See papers 956 and 957.]
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CRIMINAL LAW (UNLAWFUL CONSORTING AND PROHIBITED INSIGNIA) BILL 2021
Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Jackie Jarvis) in the chair;
Hon Matthew Swinbourn (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the bill.
Clause 1: Short title —
Committee was interrupted after the clause had been partly considered.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: In just finishing up the consideration of clause 1, we are dealing with the issue of the
information that the Western Australia Police Force has provided to the government and also to the opposition about
the likely percentage of child sex offenders who will be—I have used the word “captured” by the new consorting
scheme. I guess the parliamentary secretary picked me up on that insofar as what I mean by “captured” is those who
will most likely receive a consorting notice. It appears, from the information provided by the police to the government
and the opposition, that it is anticipated that approximately five per cent of the 800 child sex offenders at the moment
will receive one of these clause 9 consorting notices because of the information already with police that suggests
that these individuals meet the necessary criteria. At the present time, WA police does not have any information
about the other 95 per cent that might indicate that they will be subject to one of these clause 9 consorting notices.
All these things are very heavily caveated upon the information provided to the government and the opposition that
a detailed analysis of these 800 individuals will be undertaken over the course of the next three years. But as best
as the police can identify at this point in time, they anticipate that five per cent, which is approximately 40 individuals,
will be issued with one of these clause 9 consorting notices.
Of course, it goes without saying—I know that the government will hasten to draw this to our attention—that it is the
intention of the government and WA police to issue many more consorting notices, including to some outlaw
motorcycle gang types and so on and so forth—all those who would otherwise qualify. That is understood and
supported by the opposition. The concern that we continue to have, however, is about the other 760 child sex
offenders. The parliamentary secretary has quite rightly drawn to our attention that at the moment the other 760 have
received a notice at some point. At some time since 2004 and, in essence, yesterday or even today, these approximately
760 individuals have received a notice. There is no time period associated with that warning. I should say warning
rather than notice. Some of them may have had a warning for many years. But, of course, the danger here is that in
approximately three years, those 760 individuals will no longer have a statutory warning that puts them at risk of
a prosecution. They currently have that, which is one of the powerful deterrents of the existing warning scheme. One of
our arguments is that perhaps there have not been many prosecutions and charges laid because some of these individuals
have adhered to the warning. But once they are no longer warned, do we suddenly run the risk of some of these
760 individuals—it is an approximate number—carrying on in a way that we do not want them to. That remains the risk.
I cannot say that any satisfactory explanation has been provided by the government in that regard. But as I say, we are
coming to the conclusion of our consideration of clause 1 and some of these issues can always be unpacked further at
clause 9. However, I make the observation at this point, parliamentary secretary, and also to assist the Attorney General,
who was very robust in his response on this, particularly to the Leader of the Liberal Party in the other place, that at the
moment, approximately 800 warnings have been given to child sex offenders, yet, evidently, 800 consorting notices will
not go out under clause 9. It will simply not happen because WA police do not have that information. They said so
themselves. They have information about five per cent of those people. Sure, they may find out some more information
in due course—that may well happen—but in the absence of that new information, or fresh evidence, a large proportion
of those offenders will no longer be subject to a statutory warning process and will be ineligible for a consorting notice.
It is not even satisfactory to call it a majority; it is a massive majority of 95 per cent. If they were eligible for a consorting
notice, WA police would issue them with one. That remains the concern of the opposition at this point.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Hon Nick Goiran indicated that he was wrapping up on that point. I do not
want to delay the progress of clause 1 any further, but I want to make a couple of small points, if I can, about the
five per cent. The five per cent are those who are available for immediate coverage under the current scheme. The
other 95 per cent the member referred to will remain warned under section 557K for the three-year transitional period.
Over that period, police will review every single one of those offenders and determine whether a new consorting
notice should be issued to them prior to the end of the transitional period. We will not get to a point at the end of
the three-year period when we fall off a cliff and a group of people who ought still to be subject to a consorting notice
or warning are no longer subject to any regime at all. The Ombudsman’s reports will happen every 12 months. They
will commence 12 months from the commencement of the bill—from the proclamation date, to be precise. Therefore,
we will have those reports in Parliament. I am sure that of all the members here, Hon Nick Goiran will be the member
who gives most regard to how those consorting notices are being issued.
We do not want to see—it is not our intention and we do not think it will happen—child sex offenders, who are a risk
to the community from their consorting, not being covered by this scheme or the existing scheme going forward.
I take the points the member made, but we will not agree on them. As I said, we do not think we will end up with
a whole heap of child sex offenders who will be free to engage in consorting behaviour who would otherwise have
been covered by section 557K.
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: At the moment, are the criteria for a police officer to issue a consorting warning lower
than the criteria that will be applicable for a consorting notice under clause 9?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: I thought there was a risk that the member would ask me further questions on
this point if I got up. The criteria are different. It is not that they are lower or that sort of thing; it is just that there are
different criteria. We covered this earlier in the extension of the provisions for who can be consorted with. Currently,
it is a convicted child sex offender, as opposed to a convicted child sex offender and anyone who has been convicted
of an indictable offence. They are the different sorts of elements of it. Also, the warning is obviously an element
of the current system in the terms that the member described, which is that a police officer can issue a warning.
We talked earlier about the practical operational side of that. Obviously, the new scheme will have a more formalised
structure around the issuing of a notice. Once a notice is issued, we think that the threshold to deal with offenders
who do not comply with the requirements of the notice will enable us to obtain a successful prosecution and get
them back in jail, if that is what is needed, because a lot of those people might be on parole and those sorts of other
areas, so it will provide a much greater sense of protection for the community.
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am satisfied to take up this issue further with the parliamentary secretary at clause 9.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 2: Commencement —
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The parliamentary secretary will see at clause 2(b) that, in essence, everything in the bill
before us, with the exception of part 1 and clause 67, is subject to commence on a day fixed by proclamation. I am
mindful of the multiple reports about proclamation dates, including the 124th report by the Standing Committee on
Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review. Recommendation 5 of that report states —
Whenever practicable, commencement provisions should specify the date or dates when provisions of an
Act are to come into operation.
It goes on to say at page 19 of the report —
The Committee’s view on clauses that provide for commencement by proclamation is that they impinge
on the Parliament’s sovereignty. Commencement by proclamation is controlled by the Executive, rather
than Parliament, and there should be sound reasons for Parliament to permit this. The Committee has said
that it is conceivable that a proclamation might never be made and the will of the Parliament, in passing
a Bill, would be frustrated. The Committee considers that Parliament should, prima facie, be responsible
for setting the date when its laws are to come into effect.
Does the government have sound reasons for allowing the executive to control when these laws are to come into
effect rather than Parliament?
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: This is a hoary old chestnut, I think. In this particular instance, the good reasons
are that the government’s intention is to commence the act as soon as possible. I think the member’s point would
be: then why not just say “the day after proclamation”?
Hon Nick Goiran: The day after assent.
Hon MATTHEW SWINBOURN: Assent, sorry. Yes, that is right. In relation to this, there was a desire, out of an
abundance of caution, to have some flexibility for the circumstances in which a very precise commencement day
could provide operational difficulties for WA Police and those sorts of things. We do not have anything that says
to us that that will happen. It is simply the case that we wanted to maintain flexibility in the commencement clause
for that possibility with respect to this bill. All the language of government and all the language of WA police has
been that we want to get this up and going. I think the member would probably accept that that is in fact a true
reflection of what we want to achieve. Therefore, our reason—whether the member would describe it as a good one
or not—is that we did not want to have the inflexibility of a date within the commencement clause that was set in
stone, for want of a better word.
Progress reported and leave granted to sit again, on motion by Hon Matthew Swinbourn
(Parliamentary Secretary).
ROBINSON ROAD, BELLEVUE
Statement
HON DR STEVE THOMAS (South West — Leader of the Opposition) [5.22 pm]: This will be one of the shortest
member’s statements ever. This morning, Hon Peter Collier tabled a petition, on behalf of Hon Donna Faragher,
from people who are looking to keep open Robinson Road in Bellevue. I seek leave of the house to table a document
that contains the argument of the group that wants that road to be kept open. It is entitled “Keep Robinson Rd,
Bellevue Open”.
[Leave granted. See paper 958.]
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CORONAVIRUS — POST-QUARANTINE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
Statement

HON TJORN SIBMA (North Metropolitan) [5.23 pm]: Members might recall that yesterday, I raised the issue
of the situation facing a number of Western Australian residents who are seeking to return to the state and are now
serving out their final days of mandatory quarantine at the Howard Springs facility in the Northern Territory. I do
not want to make too much additional commentary other than to say that there is a glimmer of hope that they may be
able to depart the Northern Territory on 4 December because they have, of their own volition, persuaded the carrier
Airnorth to put on an additional service. Should there be any complications, I have been reliably advised by the
Western Australian government, which I want to commend for its work on this issue, that it is prepared to be a bit
more nimble and flexible and to expand the window of opportunity to 24 hours so that they will not be in breach of
their obligation to remain effectively quarantined from the rest of the Northern Territory population before they make
their way to Western Australia. I am advised that the authorities in the Northern Territory who administer the
facility at Howard Springs may well also be a little more flexible and potentially grant, if it is so required, an additional
night’s accommodation—I use that in a very euphemistic sense—in a quarantine facility to ensure that, in whatever
circumstances, those Western Australians will be able to return to Western Australia without having to serve an
additional two weeks of quarantine after they have already served a fortnight away.
This outcome is, I think, an indication of this chamber working particularly well. I want to commend a member
who is absent from the chamber on urgent parliamentary business; I will not embarrass him. I certainly commend
the Minister for Police’s office, the Western Australia Police Force and all the Western Australian authorities that
have worked with their Northern Territory counterparts. I want to underscore that those Western Australians in the
Northern Territory have been also the architects of their own release. I also take this opportunity to congratulate
Airnorth for putting on a service to get our brothers and sisters home in time for Christmas.
House adjourned at 5.25 pm
__________

